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Document Control Desk
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

ATTENTION: T. R. QUAY

SUllJECT: RESPONSES TO STAFF REQUESTS REGARDING Tile AP600 INSPECTIONS,
TESTS, ANALYSES, AND ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA (ITAAC)- BUILDING

Dear hir. Quay:

Enclosed are three copies of Westinghouse's responses to RAls 640.138 through 640.141,640.148,
640.149, and 640.158 related to comments from the Civil and Geosciences Dranch on Revision 3 of
the AP600 Certined Design Material as requested in a letter from the staff dated October 3,1997.

This submittal closes, from Westinghouse's perspective, open items 6004 through 6007,6014,6015,
and 6058. As a result, the Westinghouse status column will be changed to " Closed" in the Open item
Tracking System (OITS). The NRC should review these responses and inform Westinghouse of the
status of the open items to be designated in the "NRC Status" column of the OITS.

Please contact Mr. Eugene J. Piplica at (412) 374-5310 if you have any questions concerning this
transmittal.

fbfA \
Ilrian A. McInti,e, Manager
Advanced Plant Safety and Licensing
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Enclosures

ec: J. M. Sebrosky, NRC (w/ Enclosure)
J. N. Wilson, NRC (w/ Enclosure)
N. J. Liparuto, Westinghouse (w/o Enclosure)
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RESPONSES TO NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

;. . _. 7

.

)Question 640.138.

The information in this ITAAC related to protection from the dynamic effects of postulated pipe breaks might
'

not be appropriate as a Tier I commitment, and may be accomplished as a SSAR (Tier 2) commitment. The
staff suggests the following changes:

Delete Table 3.3-4 and add all of the detailed information under " Room Description," " Essential Targeta.

9escription," and " Hazard Source" in that table to SSAR Table 3.6-3.

b. Revise item 7 under " Design Description" to read as follows:

" Structures, systems, and components required for safe shutdown are protected from the dynamic effects of
postulated pipe breaks using pipe break mitigation features."

,

c. Revise IMm 7 in Tat?e 3.3 5 to read as follows:

Desian Commitment

" Structures, systems and components required for safe shutdown are protected from the dynamic effects of

postulated pipe breaks using pipe break mitigation features."

Inspection. Tests. Analyses

"An inspection will be performed of the as built high and moderate energy pipe break mitigation features."

Acceptance Criteria

"An as. built Pipe Rupture Hazard Analysis Report exists that includes documentation of the results of the
high and moderate energy pipe break mitigation features, and concludes that structures, systems, and
components required for safe shutdown can withstand the effects of postulated pipe rupture without loss of
the required safety function."

Response:

a) The information contained in ITAAC Table 3.3-4 is based on a detailed review of interfaces between high
energy line locations and equipment required for safe shutdown. Pipe mitigation features (pipe whip
restraints) are only required at locations defined in ITAAC Table 3.3 4. Only these locations are required to

' be inspected for the presence of the pipe whip restraints. Therefore, ITAAC Table 3.3-4 will be retained.
The contents of this ITAAC Table 3.3-4 will be substituted for the information currently contained in SSAR

Table 3,6 3 per NRC request. Proposed markups are provided below.

640.138-1
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RESPONSES TO NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFO 9MATION

_

b) Item 7 in the Design Description should not be changed per our response to a) above.

c) Table 3.3 5 will not be changed per response to item a) above.
s

SSAR Revision:

Replace Table 3.6-3 per the attached markup pages.

ITAAC Revision:

Table 3.? 5 (Item 7) will be conected to change reference from Table 3.3-5 to 3.3 4 for the " Design
Committfint. Inspections. Tests Analyses" and " Acceptance Criteria" columns.

640.138 2
T Westingh0088
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3. Design of Structures Components, Equipement, and Systeens

{WTable 3.6 3 (Sheet I of 2)
# =s

\ ROOMS MTI11 HIGH ENERGY PIPE BREAKS AND POTDMAL [
ESSENI1AL TARGET INTERACIlON xWp -

Elevahna Roosa High Ensegy Fmedal Equipenent Protected by Mhip Restraints or ;

\ Numbers * Break Source Jet <maa -A

W4" \ None f
'

[)
#I 82'4" 11201 RCS Press. Spray RC3-ADS valves: V004A, VONC, V014A. V014C

l Termmal End
'

,

\1120 None ,#
\ | /
11209 None i;

96'4" 11205 \ None

11209 None {
l 100'4" and 107' 2" 11209 'SGS Blowdown CVS Makeup, CVS Letdown. CVS Hydrogen Supply, aad

Pipe chase Pikg Temunal SGS steam generator blowdown piping

Ead \
l CVS hMeup CVS Makeup valve V091

1 Piping - Te'ruunal
1

|| End

11300 None

11301 one ,

I 11303/ RCS Makeup SG blowslows and sg drain Piping',

1 113(M Pipng - RCS essuruer pressure and level instrumentation, and i

!
Isennediate Break support steel

,

SbkStart Up None |I i17'4" 11400
I| Feedwater Piping -

Temunal end
i

I 11401 RCS-ADS valves V0MA. VCX V014A, V014C are |

I protected from a break in room 11403 [
11402 Steari Gerurator supports ah protected fmn a bn:ak I

j
located in room 11400 \ f

I 11403 RCS Press Spray - None \
l Termmal End \
l RCS Letdown - Raceways for Divtuons AC and ILO 'N

\
l Inicrmediate Break

l N RCS Press Spray - RCS-ADS valves' V004A. VONC, V014A. $4C
| Intermatae Break j

/N s

N.
~ ~ . - -

Rension: 11

[ W85tingh00$8 3.6-47 February 28,1997
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Tem *tS
| R-r

NI Reesne wkh Postulated High Energy Line Breeks/ Essential Targets / Pipe Whip Restronats *

(fand Melated Hazard Searce
,

e-_
gP4manisme Roman Desertysian 1.ancmetal Target Descripenam Henard Smeets

N
I120s Sesame Generatur C_ . -- - 4 8 Ausasmasas dessesswism6am sysirm (ADS) Saese 4 I) Reacser Cautens syssene (RCS) Presawaser

waives (RC5-vutMA. RCS-VtaMC. RC5-Vole A. Spesy LJne. 4* L110A. Ternunal t' ail Beesk as

,
and RCS-VOI4C RCS Cuait Lag i A

I

2) RC3-Pressuriser Spray tane. 4* L106:
Ternunal thi Break as RCS Cold Leg IB

t209 ripe cimas so CVs equip =cas Room CVS makeup CVS Ictdown. CVs hydresem Il sie== Geacrear syssean (sosFBiowd we
supply, anil SGS secain gencessur Idowdows Lane. 4* LD09A: Ternunal End Becak as
lupang C penearasion r27

2) SGS-Blowdown tane. 4* LD098. Terniemal z

{End Becak as C- _- - penesresson F28

3) CVS henheup tane. 3* LD56. Ternunal End E
8Becak as le-Lane Anchor

1

81303 Lawer Psenswtaer C- . ;- - SGS ssease scaeraser blowdows and secano I) RCS-CVS 1%nricasion Lane. 3* Lt12:
generseer drama pegung. RCS pressunaer pressure Inscrinednese Bseek as Ournet so Valve CVS-V052 h
and levet sneerusnensasson. pressunar suppost aseel

11400 h4mineenanus Ploor heezrw Sacame generannr surgasta t) $GS-Stenup Feedweser 'ane, e* t.Duin
Tenasnel Emil Break as Ca _.4 penetrasion

P41
.-

t140 Seeam Generaser 01 Casapartsarna ADS Sange 4 enives (RCS-VillMA. RC3 VLAMC. 1) RCS Fressus=arr Seirey Lane. 4* L106
RCS-Vol4A. and RCS-V014C) Ternunal !! sal Bseek ar in tane Anthur

o

i1403 Pieneuriser Spray Valve Room ADS $ sage 4 valves (RCS V004A. RCS-V004C. 1) RCS Pressuruer Spray Line. 4* L213:
$ RCS-Vol4A. and pCS-V014C) Imernicehase Becak as da2 Tce Connectaan to

Anniliary Spray Line

2) RCS CVS tredowse Lane. 3* Lt t 4 :p,

i, .
lascensednese Becak as Inlee to Valve CVS-V00s

" I

4 ei; -

H.
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3. C- ' = of Su- :=res, Coesponents Ea% r. and Systems
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Tab 6s 3.6 3 (Sheet 2 of 2)

/ ROOMS %Tnl HIGH ENERGY PIPE BREAKS AND POIINI1AL
ESSENTIAL TARGET LVIERACI1ON \

/ \

! Drvation Room High Energy Fammenal Equipment Protected by HN Restraints or

f
Numbers * Brink Source Jet m

I 135' 3" 11503 RCS Press Spray - RCS-ADS valves: lower tier platfcrm suppcxt steel |,

| Termmal Erd y J'
|

| 160'-6" ard 153'-(Y' 11601 SGS Start Up RCS head vent piping' g4 i f
| Feedwater Piping . SGS level inscumentation piping |

Termmal erd
- [ |

b -

I

| SGS Main

,hkl Feedwater Piping-
Y,

{ l Termmal End
.

I i1607 SGS Main ' SGS level insuumentanon piping

i Feedwater Piping' /
l Termmal Erd

| 11603 RCS AD5 Stage 1 RCS p; ping and ADS valves 002B,003B. 012B, & 013B

Piping Temmal Raceways and cables for Divisions AC aM B/D

Etd i

i 11703 RCS ADS Stage 1 RCS piping and ADS valves 002A,003A. 012A. & 013A

|| Piping - Temmal Raceways and cables for Didsion AC [
,

I
il 12244 CVS Makeup CVS Makeup va'n V090.

I I Piping Tervunal
l End>

* See Figures 1.21 through 1.2 8,1.210, and 1.211 for room numbers

/

'. 'A
_

./

Revhlon: 11
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Table h(cont.) ( kh
NI Roenis with Postulated liigh Energy I.ine Breska/ Essential Targeta/ Pipe Whip Restralats

f ,,and Related Hazard Source

I Raons

I 5Nemiser Reesa Desertptian t_ssential Target Descript6es Hazard Seinece

~4
11503 Upper Presserher Canpartmens ADS Stage I 2. and 3 valves. lower ers pimform 1) RCS-Pressunzer Spray une. 4* L215:

support steel Ternanall'ad Break at Pressanzer Nozzle

51601 Secem Genermor41 saeed Weser Norde Area RCS head vens pep.ag i) SGS-Saartup Ferdwater Lane. 6* 1E05A:
SGS Icvel enserwnentuson peping Teniunal End Bseak as Sacase Genermor imp i

Nozzle,

|2) SGS-Masa Feedwmer Line.16* IE03A:
Ternnel End Bscak as Sicara Genermw Imp i
Nozzle

'

11:42 Sacann Ocnermor-02 Feedweser Norde Asu SGS level ensarosnenranon gurung Il SGS Mesa Feedwaser line 16* iamb: k
Tennenal End Break as Secani Genermer Imp 2 g
Nozzle

.

18603 immer ADS Valve Area Aus 5 age 2 and 3 valves 1) RCS-Ausomaec tkpresmunzasson Syssem Stage

(RCS V002B. RCS-V0014. RCS-V012B. and i Lane 4* IA108: Ternunal End Bseak as Inles
3

RCS-Vol38) to Valve RCS V0llB
E

Raceways and cable far Davissens A/C and B/D ,

11703 Upper ADS Vdve Area ADS Stage 2 and 3 valves 1) RCS-Autummac Del =cssunzmion Syseem Stage
(RCS V002A. RCS-V003A. RCS-V012A, and I Line. 4* LD10A Temunal End Break e innes i

RCS-VollA) to Valve RCS V0llA

Raceways and cables for Devisson A/C k

NO 82244 Lower Annulum Valve Area CVS Makeup valve - CVS V090 I) CVS-Ma'rup Lane. 3* Ll31: Termaal End
k as in-Une Anaw
$

r
5

i !-gs

eh
.
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RESPONSES TO NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

!=~

Ouestion 640.139

Design Description

a. To be consistent with the SSAR, the first sentence of the first paragraph should re. ; ' nuclear island
(NI) structures include the containment building (the steel containment vessel and lie containment internal
structurn), the shield building and auxiliary building."

b. Descriptions (such as construction materials and primary functions) should be provided for the containment
internal structures, the shield building, and the auxiliary building.

De last phrase of Sentence I.a should read "without loss of structural intecrity and safety function."c.

d. A description should be provided for the PCCWS tank and the shield building roof structures.

e. In NRC letter, dated March 4,1997 (RAI 640.5), the staff requested Westinghouse o provide key
dimensions in the AP600 CDM. However, only the thickness of walls and floor slabs was given in CDM
Table 3.3-1 Westinghouse should also provide SSAR Table 3.7.1-16, elevations as well as the distance
between column lines, and between column lines and the edge of the foundation mat in the CDM (Tier 1).

f. Foot Note I in Table 3.31 states that the applicable column lines, elevation levels, and NI basemat
reinforcement are identified and included on Figures 3.3-1 through 3.3 20. However, only Figures 3.3-1
through 3.3-15 are provided in Tier 1. Clarification is needed.

g. Table 3.3-1 on Page 3.3-10. For modular walls (Wan I and 2, and M-2 Wall), nominal reinforcement is '
provided in the vertical direction but not in the horizontal direction. Clarification is needed for (1) what
kind of reinforcement is used for modular walls, and (2) why no reiaforcement is provided in the horizontal
direction?

h. The code boundary should be defined in the Design Description and shown in the figures.

i. As documented in the Tier 1 information for the ABWR and System 80+ designs, the structural design basis
loads should be clearly defined.

Response;

The first sentence of the first paragraph of ITAAC will be updated as requested. Proposed markups area
provided below.

b) The design description as presented in conjunction with the detailed information presented in Tables 3.3-1
through 3.3 3 define the construction materials and the primary functions. Inclusion of additional description
material is not warranted and could lead to potential confusion. Therefore, it is suggested that no additional
changes should be included in the description section m Air regard.

WBSilligh0llS8

1
1
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RESPONSES TO NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

c) The last phrase of Sentence 1.a will be updated to include the term " structural integrity" as requested.
,

Proposed markups are provided below.

d) The following sentence will be added to the shield building Design Description (1st paragraph of
Section 33): "The shield building roof is reinforced concrete structure containing an integral, steel lined
Passive Containment Cooling Water Storage (PCCWS) Tank." Proposed markups are provided below,

!

e) A clarification is required to adequately address this issue: Here is no Table 3.7.1-16 defined in the AP600
SSAR. What is the appropriate table or figure containing the elevations to which the NRC is referencing?

Per our response to RAI 640.4 Table 1.2-1 has been added to the SSAR to clarify the AP600 Plant
Elevations by level designations. These level designations are referenced in ITAAC Table 331 and
Figures 331 through 33-15.

In addition, the overall N1 building dimensions are currently defined on SSAR Figure 3.7.1 16

Since this information is fully defined in the SSAR, it is not clear as to the need to include such information ;

in Tier 1. 7'icrefore, no changes are required to SSAR or Tier 1 data.

f) Only Figures 33-1 through 33-15 are to be included as Tier 1 information, ne reference to 33-20 was a
typographical error. This will be corrected on Table 33-1 with the proposed markups provided below.

J

g) ne modular walls defined in Table 33-1 (Page 3310) use a 0.5 inch thick plate en each o the outside
surfaces with concrete filled between these surfaces. The outside plates provide the reinforcement and act as
the concrete form. No additional internal steel reinforcement is required. Reinforcement is provided in both
the horizontal and the vertical directions however, only the vertical direction was considered a. a critical!

section of the wall as far as reinforcement was concerned. The table lists only the critical sections and
directions, therefore, the horizontal reinforcement was not required to be included in Tier I and no change is
required.

.

h) The code boundaries for the containment vessel are defined in Section 2.2.1 and on Figure 2.2.1-1 for
penetration locations. Therefore, no additional data should be included in Section 33 since Section 2.2.1
defines necessary Tier 1 information.

i) Add the following sentence to item 1.a): "The design basis loads are those loads associated with:

Normal plant operation ( including dead loads, live loads, lateral carth pressure loads, and equipment*

loads, including the effects of temperature and equipment vibration);
,

External events (including rain, snow, flood, tornado, tornado generated missiles, and earthquake); end*

internal events (including flood. pipe rupture, equipment failure, and equipment failure generated+

4 missiles)?

640.139 2
3 Westinghouse
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| RESPONSES TO NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
|. . . _ , . . .

Also add following to Table 3.3-5 for Item 1.a) under Design Commitment, and Inspection. Tests, Analyses:
"specified in the Design Description (Section 3.3 paragraph I.a)"

SSAR Changes:

a) None
b) None
c) None
d) None
c) None

f) None
g) None
h) None

~

i) None

ITAAC Changes:,

a) See changes to Section 33 (attached)
b) None
c) See changes to Section 3,3 (attached)
d) See change to Section 3.3 (attached)

'
e) None

! f) See change to ITAAC Table 3.3-1, page 3.3-4
'

g) None
h) None
i) See change to ITAAC Section 3.3, page 3.31

See change to ITAAC Table 3.3-5

640.139-3
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Certified Design Material

.

BUILDINGS .

--

Revision: 3
Effective: !V16/97

3.3 Buildings

Design Decription g pg
,

The Nuclear Island (NI) structures include the containmen the shield and auxiliary building. he
containment, shield and auxiliay buildings are structurally integrated on a common basemat which is
embedded below the finished plant grade level. The containment building is a cylindrical welded steel
vessel with elliptical upper and lower heads, supported by embedding a lower segment between the
containment internal structures concrete and the basemat concrete. De shield building, in conjunction with
the internal structures of the containment building, provides shielding for the reactor coolant system and
the other radioactive systems and components housed in the containmentf he auxiliary building houses
the safety-related mechanical and electrical equipment located outside the containment and shield
buildings. N-^- ' 4, 'm 4ttu.dtd M"

-

Q &~ fy& ( CWL)I)*' *

hou,es personnel access, technic support center, non-IFelectrical equip nt,andhe annex buildi s

hot machine shop. He radwaste building houses the low level waste processing e :1 storage.

1, a) De NI structures are seismic Category I and are designed to withstand design basis loads, which
apply to the <tructure, without loss of safety function. 6G W )

k ruc/tval ' y M,

5f
b) De top of the NI basemat is located below the design plant grade level per Table 3.31.

c) De containment and its penetrations are designed and constructed to AShE Code Section III,
Class MC.W

d) De contai ament and its penetrations retain their pressure boundary integrity associated with the

| design pressure.
i

| e) He containment and its penetrations maintain the containment leakage rate less than the
maximum allowable leakage rate associated with the peak containment pressure for the design
basis accident.;

'

2. Selected walls of the NI buildings as defined on Table 3.31 provide shielding during normal
operations. The shi:Id wall thicknesses of the NI buildings are defined on Table 3.3-1 except for
designed openings or penetrations.

|
| 3. Selected walls of the annex building and the radwaste building as defined on Tr.ble 3.31 provide
! shielding during normal operations. He shield wall thicknesses of the annex building and the

radwaste building are defined on Table 3.31 except for designed openings or penetrations. |

&.|@|bM ' f quw*^

*""E $ ht j D % W Y 4'"* P 9 " ** W "
,4._ a . . -- ,-

r = =e= M8Mcm,-m Hr'PNcm & #em - ,0w~t
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Table 3.3-1 $7E
.

h
{f..g

Definition of Wall Locations and Thicknesses for NI Buildings, Annem and Radwaste Buildings")
|

a. i
Appilcable Nausinal Nominal Appucable g).

Devotion f.evel Reinfartement Retafarcesment Rassisteen n y es
Wei er Section Appikable Cohemn se Ekvatl.a Concrete Vertical ll.rtsansel Shielding Walt Appalcabae .,1

tam g,3#t) 'h en ggy (Yes/No) Dimemadam'* ga cm
Descripeness u nes 12 vel Range Thkhmesa

45g Top of B-== so Plass N/A 0 so 3 - - - N 3r4-

se Orade Level (Asmaisasy

Bueldms)

Bonom of C . N/A Ddierence - - - No 3*r

Samp to Top Serface of toween Level I
p homea Cosmassunens and 69* 6--

fhell

cannaamasame me. (ineernas Structureel

Sheeld Wall between E-W well parallel =sth Proen o so I.I 3* W - - Yes . h
3

Reuter Vessel Cavey and colueu lene 7 *

t.RCDT Roosa

Wess Rescoor Vessel N-S wall parallel enh From 12 T4" - - Yes -

h,:

Cowsy Wall coluenn line N to 2.3 .

- - Yes - fNorth Paarear Vessel E W wall parallel wah Frosn f.I 9* 0"

i Cavisy Wall coluenn Inna 7 so23

East Reacsor vessel Cavwy N.S well parallel wkh From 1.2 T-6" - - Yes - g
Wall coausnn ime N to 2 3

West Reactor Vessel N-S well parallel with Proen 2.3 to 3 4*r - - Yes - +

Cavity Wall colusun ime N

North Reactor Vessel E-W wall parallel with Fruen 2.3 to 3 4* 0* - - Yes -

Cavtry Wall coluenn lane 7

9 Eass Rameser Vassal Cavky N-5 wall parallel wkh Froom 2.3 to 3 4 *.0* - - Yes -

N Wall column line N

$ "

1. The appbcable column lines, elevanon levels, and NI basemat resaforcenens are idennfied and included on Figures 3 3 I through 3 3-

I
1. These well thickneases have a construction solesanca of 1 i ench.

3. These concrese semforcemens values represens the nummusn semforcemene requered for structural requesements cuept for designed openings. penessanons, susnes or

elevesar pks. These sesaforcemens values also apply for each face of the applicable well unless specifically inJacased on the table,O

b 4. These appucalste (kmensions have a construction soberance of1 3 inches.

S. For walle that are part of structural snodules. the concrese stukness also includes the secel face piases.
I

.

s

I ~ @u go.c o,,n g gw.s,. nos apphcable.

I g9-

1

| s



Certified Design Material.. .

BUILDINGS n--,

Revision: 3 = --

Effective: 5/16/97 _ . , , , .

Table 3.3 5
Inspections, Tests, Analyses, and Acceptance Criteria

Design Commitment Inspections, Tests, Analyses Acceptance Criteria
.

1.a) ne Ni structures are An inspection of the as built An inspection report exists that
seismic Category I and are concrete thickness and concludes that the as-built
designed to withstand design reinforcement cross-sectional area concrete and reinforcement
basis loads which apply to the (density)(excluding designed quantities for the critical s.ismic

(.
Structure, without loss of safety openings or penetrations will be Category I building sections

function. performed for the crideal Ni defined on Table 3.3-1 were used

*7* structural sections defined on during construction..

/ Table 3.3-1. This inspection data
y tNm will be reconciled with the

'
g/,a) applicable structural section data'y -. 3, 3

defined on Table 3.3-1 which
-- represents the required concrete

and reinforcement to withstand the

,(design basis loady
1.b) ne top of the NI basemat inspection of the as-built nuclear ne top of the N1 basemat is
is located below the design plant island basemat structure will be located below the design plant
level per Table 3.31. conducted. level consistent with the

:' dimension defined on
Table 3.3-1.

l.c) ne contun tjit and its See Certified Design Material, See Certified Design Material,
penetrations are designed and Subseco.: 2.2.1, Containment Subsection 2.2.1. Containment
constructed to AShE Code Sy stem. System.
Section III, Class MCM

i

i
'

l .d) ne containment and its See Certified Design Material. See Cerufied Design Material,
penetrations retain their pressure Subsection 2.2.1 Containment Subsection 2.2.1, Containment

I boundary integrity associated with System. System.
the design pressure.

! 1.e) ne containment and its See Cettified Design Matenal, See Certified Design Material.
| penetrations maintain the Subsection 2.2.1, Containment Subsection 2.2.1, Containment

containment leakage rate less than System. System.
the maximum allowable leakage
rate associated with the peak;

| containment pressure for the
| design basis accident.

, ,

i
!

!

|

| l. Coeunamers isolanon emces are addreued m sutwoom 211, Cmannunt Syssen

.

|
3 S 25l W Westiflghouse

oVTAACSVev7dtC303,wst061077ame
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RESPONSES TO NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
. . . _

F
'

Ouestion 640.140

a. AP600 ITAAC should commit to the basic configuration of the nuclear island structures as shown in Figure
3.31 and to inspect the as-built structures against this basic configuration.

,

b. Westinghouse should provide key dimensions (such as overall dimensions, the distance between column
lines, the distance between the center of the reactor vessel and column lines, elevations, tota embedment

depth, etc.) as the acceptance criteria for verifying the as-built conditions.

.

c, What is the basis for acceptance criteria #9 (leak rate of 100 gal /hr or smaller for the PCCWS tank).

d. For verifying that the NI structures will withstand the structural design basis loads, Westinghouse should
require the existeve of a structural analysis report in the ITAAC, which concludes that the as-built NI
structures will withstand the structural design basis loads. Also, a description of the contents of a structural-
analysis report must be provided in the SSAR (Tier 2).

.

.

Response:

A new ITAAC item 1.0 will be added to define die configuration of the nuclear island structure based ona.

key structural dimensions included in a new ITAAC table. This table will include dimensions between
selected key column lines and distances between column lines and inside wall surfaces at the 66' 6* level.
Column line dimensions are based on SSAR Figures 3.7.212 (Sheet 1 of 12).

b. He embedment depth has already been included in Table 3.3-1. Key dimensions that define the overall NI
building are defined in new ITAAC commitment 1.0 defined in response to item a) above.#

c. He 100 gal /hr leak rate is based on the two following criteria:
I) A tolerable leak rate that could be easily replaced under normal operating r. odes.'

2) This value was a measurable rate that could be detected using existing narrow ran;;e level transmitter
over a 12 to 24 hour period. This same narrow range transmitter is planned to be used to determine the
tank water level.

4

d. Westinghouse has already generated a design summary report that concludes that the NI structures will
withstand the structural design basis loads. His report has been audited by the NRC on various occasions
and will he included as Appendix 3H of SSAR. He concrete thicknesses and reinforcement quantities as
defined on Tab!e 3.3-1 when included in the as-built structure confirms the as. built structure will withstand
the design basis loads. An outline of the Design Summary Report similar to that provided in RAI Response
to 220.83 and referenced in Sections 3.8.3.4 and 3.8.4.4.1 can be included in SSAR as a table. He COL

i - applicant will be responsible to provide the as built structural analysis report.

.

*
T westinghouse

+-,.s
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RESPONSES TO NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

{ !!!!!F R

/\ 'f. i > i;
t

. SSAR Rev slon:

a) None .
. b) None
c) None
d) (TBD)

ITAAC Revision:
,

,

a) . l.f) ne key features of the nuclear island structures is as defined on Table 3.3-5.
.

Design Commitment Inspections Tests, Analyses Acceptance Criteria"

,

l.f) De key features of Nuclear An inspection will be performed ne as-built inspection report

Island Structures is as defined on of the as-built configuration of the exists aad concludes that the key =

Table 3.3 5. Nucicar Island Structures for key features of the Nuclear Island
4

I featuresdefir.cd on Table 3.3-5. Structures are consistent with the -
dimcasions defined on Table 3.3-
5.<

<

(Note: References to the existing Table 3.3 5 must be updated to reflect the insertion of this new table.)

b) None -

!- c) None.

i

; d) None
|

;

i

I

I

|

!~

'640,140 2
T W85tingh00S8
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Draft Table 3.3-5
Key Dimensions of NI Building Features

Reference Column Lines are Defined Relative to Containment Centerline

Reference Reference Distance From Nominal Inside Wall Surface Distances and Tolerance

Column Containment Centerline Relationship to P.eference Column Lines at on

Line (ft-in Elevation Level 1 Measured

North / South / East / West) (ft-in) Distance

(* in)
** "'* ' * * " "' " """'#8

I 87 ft-6 in / East of Cont. Between Col Ln. I & N when Measured
CL. between Col I and 2)=84 ft-6 in 12 in

N On Centerline

J 69 ft-6 in / East of Cont. X2 (Distance between Inside Surfaces 212 in
CL. Between Col Ln. I & J when Measured

between Col 7.3 and i1)=15 ft-0 in

K 51 ft-6 in / East of Cont. X3 (Distar:e between Inside Surfaces 12 in

CL. Between Col Ln. J & K when Measured
'

between Col 7.3 and 11)= 16 ft-0 in

L 26 ft-0 in / East of Cont. X4 (Distance between inside Surfaces 212 in
CL. Between Col Ln. K & L when Measured

between Col 7.3 and I!)= 23 ft-6 in

M 8 ft-0 in / East of Cont. CL. X5 (Distance between Inside Surfaces 212 in
Between Col Ln. L & M when Measured

between Col 7.3 and i1)= 16 ft-0 in

P 10 ft-Oin / West of Cont. X6 (Distance between Inside Surfaces e 12 in
CL. Between Col Ln. M & P when Measured

between Col 7.3 and iI)= 16 ft-0 in

Q 28 ft-0 in / West of X7 (Distance betweer. Inside Surfaces 12 in

Cont.CL. Between Col Ln. P & Q when Measured
between Col 7.3 and 11)=15 ft-0 in

i 137 ft-0 in / South of Cont.
CL X8 (Distance between Inside Surfaces z 12 :n

Between Col Ln.1 & 2 when Measured at
2 115 ft-0 in / South of Cont. interface with Cal.1I )=19 ft.0 in

CL

4 71 ft-0 % eSouth of Cont. X9 (Distance between Inside Surfaces
CL Between Col Ln.1 & 4 when Measured at 212 in

interface with Col.1I )=63 ft 0 in

g 9.- 2
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Draft Table 3.3-5
Key Dimensions of NI Building Features

Reference Column Lines are Defined Relative to Containment Centerline
'

7.3 - 45 ft-9 in / North of Cont.
CL X10 (Distance between Inside Surfaces 12 in;

Between Col Ln. 7.3 & 1I when Measured
11 117 fe0 in / North of Cont. at interface with Col. I1 )=67 ft-9 in,

CL
,

; 7 On Centerline X11 [ Radial Distance from Center of + 15 in
Containment (Intersection of Col. Lines N 3 in-

and 7) to Outside Surface of Shield2

Building when Measured along Col. Lines
,

7 and N] = 72 ft 6 int

!
,

!

j.

I

i

I

,

|

t

i
i

w

U
{ * g 9

4
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RESPONSES TO NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

= g
,

.

Question 640.141

In Table 3.3 5, the acceptance criterion refers to an as-built Pipe Rupture Hazards Analysis Report. However, a
Pipe Rupture Hazards Analysis Report is not discussed in the SSAR. A pipe rupture hazards analysis is
discussed in SSAR Section 3.6.2.5. It is recommended that the following statement be added to SSAR
Section 3.6.4.1:

The as-built pipe rupture hazards analysis will be documented in an as-built Pipe Rupture Hazards Analysis
Report.

Response; i

SSAR Section 3.6.4.1 will be modified as requested. Proposed markups are provided below.
.

SSAR Revision:

See markup of SSAR Section 3.6.4.1 (attar |ied).
,

i

ITAAC Revision:

Nonc

!

,

4

'

,

|

4

640.141 1.

T Westinghouse:
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3. Dodge et Serucarus, cm - Equipment, and Systems
n e.p,

1

: e

Beaunding Analyses
.

. Evaluations are provided for each different combination of material type, pipe size, pressure,
and temperature. These evaluations are used to develop a set of curves of maximum faulted,

stress versus the corresponding normal stress that satisfy the criteria for leak-before-break.
'

"

These curves are used in the design of the piping systems and will be used by the Combined
License applicant to verify that the as-built piping satisfies the req irements for leak-before-
break.

'

3.6.3.4 Documentation of Leak before Break Evaluations

) ne leak-before-break evaluation is used to suppon the elimination of' ynamic effects of piped
; breaks from the loading conditions for the piping analysis. An evaluation ofleak-before break

using the as-built configuration of the piping system and suppons is required as part of the,

Design Report of the as-built configuration required to meet ASME Code requirements.
Appendix 3B contins a discussion of the bounding analysis methods for the leak-before-break
evaluation.

!

'Ihe analysis methods, criteria, and loads used for evaluation of stress in piping systems are
.

outlined in subsections 3.7.3 and 3.9.3. The seismic input bounds the soil design profiles

| outlined in subsection 3.7.1.4 and Appendicies 2A and 2B. The evaluation also bound soil
; profiles qualified using site specific evaluations as outlined in subsection 2.5.4.5.5

3.6.4 - Cossbined License Infonaation

i
3.6.4.1 Pipe Break Hazard Analysis

F

; 1 Combined License applicants referencing the AP600 certified design will complete the final
i I pipe whip restraint design and address as built reconciliation of the pipe break hazards
|- analysis in accordance with the criteria outlined in subsections 3.6.1.3.2 and 3.6.2.5 Tkg

~

m-wiM ppe rspiwe hawd oadhlp3 A L>c J.ocues.dM In on As-bu$- B Pr
'

3.6.4.2 Leak before-Break Evaluation R$Pk 6 BA8* O M N EP*
5

i Combined License applicants utferencing the AP600 certified design will address:
1) verification that the as-built stresses, diameter, wall thickness, material, welding process,
pressure, and temperature in the piping excluded from considesation of the dynamic effects
of pipe break are bounded by the leak-before break bounding analysis; 2) a review of the

,

wrtified Matenal Test Reports or Certifications from the Material Manufacturer to verify that'

the ASME Code, Section III strength and Charpy toughness requirements are satisfied; and
3) complete the leak before-break evaluation by comparing the results of the final piping stress

1- I analysis with the bour. ding analyds curves documented in Appendix 3B. The leak before-
.I break evaluation will be documented in a leak before-break evaluation report.

!
1

i

4

*

Revision: 17
Y WDEtkigh0080 3.6-37 October 31,1997
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RESPONSES TO NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
r

ili
. Question 640.148

The qualifying comment on soft soil sites in ITAAC #10 needs to be clarified and incorporated into the Design
- Commitment, if appropriate.

.

Response:

Change the commitment per the following:

The construction approach or sequence is dependent on the soil characteristics as defined below:

For hard sc:1 sites with unconsolidated deposits with shear wave velocities exceeding the 2000 feet per
second criteria, a review of the construction approach is not required.

For soft soil sites with unconsolidated deposits with shear wave velocities in the range of 1000 to 2000
feet per second, the construction approach will include two limits i.) Shield building construction ahead
of auxiliary building or ii.) Auxiliary building construction ahead of shield building.

SSAR Revision:
<

None
;

ITAAC Revision:

See change to item 10 of the Design Description. No change to Table 3.3-5.

** #
W westinghouse

_ . . .-- . . - . .-
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SUILDINGS ERIBIIEllB'*
flevision: 3
gffective: SfW97

i

4. a) - Exterior walls and the basemas of the N1 have a waser barner up to plant elevation 100 ft (design,

plant grade).

b) 'The boundanes between mechanical equipn ent rooms and the electrical and instrumentation and

control (l&C) equipment rooms of the autf.lary building as identified in Table 3.3 2 are designed:
p to prevent flooding of rooms that contain .afety related equipment up to the maximum flood level

for each room defined in Table 3.3 2.

! c) 1he boundanes between the following rooms, which contain safety' related equipment - passive
.

-

core cooling system (PXS) valve / accumulator room A (11205), PXS valve / accumulator room B'

(11207), and chemical and volume system (CVS) toom (11209)- are designed to prevent flooding
between these rooms.,

. 5. 'Ihe radiologically controlled area of the auxiliary building At the level 1 elevation contains adequate
i volume to contain the liquid volume of faulted liquid radwaste system (WLS) storage tanks. 'the
!~ available volume of the radiologically controlled area of the auxiliary building at the level 1 elevation
! exceeds the volume of the liquid radwaste storage tanks.
J

6. a) Class IE cables and raceways are identified according to applicable color-coded Class IE
divisions.

|t b) Class lE divisional cables are routed in their respective divisional raceways.

; c) Separation is maintained between Class IE divisions and between Class IE divisions and
non-Class IE cables in accordance with the fire areas as identified in Table 3.3-3.

'

d) Physical separation is maintained between Class IE divisions and between Class IE divisions and

[ non-Class IE cables.

7. Systems and components required for safe shutdown located in rooms identified in Table 3.3-4 are

| protected from the dynamic effects of postulated pipe breaks using pipe whip restraints.

! 8. "Ihe reactor cavity sump has a minimum concrete thickness as shown on Table 3.3-1 between the
| boaom of the sump and the steel containtnent.

| 9. "the shield building roof, passive containment cooling system (PCS) storage tank, and the fire water
j storage tank support and retain the PCS and fire water sources.

10 construction approac soil sites includes tweitifii$: 1.) Shie Iding construction
i of amaili Auxthary g construenon id building.. ,

!
, et applies for only soft lisF havlag encoesolidated deposits with shear wave

- @, in the range Ihpan 1,4064'2,000 feet = =9.,7,

~\ -. - _

/ .
'

' ne construction approach or sequence is dependent on the soil characteristics as defined below:''
i

(S For hard soil sites with unconsolidated deposits with she.r wave velocities exceeding th* 2000 feet per
second criteria, a review of the construction approach is not required.

,

h or soft soil sites with unconsolidated deposits with shear wave velocities in the range of 1000 to 2000 /
feet per second, the construction approach will include two limits i.) Shield bui: ding construction ahead /

hf auxiliary building or ii.) Auxiliary building construction ahead of shield building. /

s.+ ,
.

. , . . -. , . . - - - - - .. -- - . -- -- . - - -
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' RESPONSES TO NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
,

T -

Question 640.149

Pages 3.3 31 and 33 32 are missing. Verify that no pages are missing from Revision 3 of the AP600 Tier i
information.

2 Response:

We confirm that no pages are missing from Revision 3 of the AP600 Tier I information relative to pages 3.3 31
and 3.3 32. The subsequent pages were inadvertently mis numbered. This section will be repaginated.

SSAR Revision:4

None
,

ITAAC Revision:,

Repaginate figure per above response.

.

9

4

%

640.149-1
3 Westinghouse

t
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RESPONSES TO NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIO*'Al. INFORMATION

iib
Question 640.158

3.3 - Buildings !

I- Table 3.3 5 contains ITAAC for the N1 structures as well as for the annex and radwaste buildings. Therefore,
Westinghouse should modify the sentence on page 3.3-3 to add the words " annex, radwaste, and" between the
words "N!" and " buildings',

Response:

? The sentence on page 3.3 3 will be updated as requested. Proposed markuns are provided below.

SSAR Revision:

None

ITAAC Revision:

See change to pg. 3.3 3 (attached).

s

e

4

6

8

9

640.158-1't

T . estinghouseW
,

,
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BUILDINGS. ==

Revision: 3 *

Effective: 5/16/97

'
Inspections, Tests, Analyses, and Acceptance Criteria

Table 3.3 5 specifies the inspections, tests, analyses, and associated acceptance criteria for the NI
buildings.

j'" Q8 4
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RESPONSES TO NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

:=.= =.=i:
= s:

Question 640.138

The information in this ITAAC related to protection from the dynamic effects of postulated pipe breaks might
not be appropriate as a Tier I commitment, and may be accomplished as a SSA'.( (Tier 2) commitment. The
staff suggests the following changes:

a. Delete Table 3.3 4 and add all of the detailed information under " Room Description," " Essential Target
Description," and " Hazard Source" in that table to SSAR Table 3.6-3.

b. Revise item 7 under " Design Description" to read as follows:

" Structures, systems, and components required for safe shutdown are protected from the dynamic effects of
postulated pipe breaks using pipe break mitigation featores."

c. Revise item 7 in Table 3.3-5 to read as follows:

Desien Commitment

" Structures, systems and components required for safe shutdown are protected from the dynamic eff* cts of
postulated pipe breaks using pipe break mitigation features."

Inspection. Tests. Analyses

"An inspection will be performed of the as-built high and moderate energy pipe break mitigation features."

Acceptance Criteria

"An as-built Pipe Rupture Hazard Analysis Report exists that includes documentation of the results of the
high and moderate energy pipe break mitigation features, and concludes that structures, systems, and
components required for safe shutdown can withstand the effects of postulated pipe rupture without loss of
the required safety function."

Response:

a) The information contained in ITAAC Table 3.3-4 is based on a detailed review of interfaces between high
energy line locations and equipment required for safe shutdown. Pipe mitigation features (pipe whip
restraints) are only required at locations defined in ITAAC Table 3.3-4. Only these locations are required to
be inspected for the presence of the pipe whip restraints. Herefore, ITAAC Table 3.3-4 will be retained.
De contents of this ITAAC Tabic 3.3 4 will be substituted for the information currently contained in SSAR
Table 3.6-3 per NRC request. Proposed markups are provided below.

640.138-1
W Westingtiouse
-
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RESPONSES TO NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

jY *%
~

b) Item 7 in the Design Description should not be changed per our response to a) above.

c) Table 3.3 5 will not be changed per response to item a) above.

SSAR Revision:

Replace Table 3.6-3 per the attached markup pages.

ITAAC Revision:

Table 3.3-5 (Item 7) will be corrected to change reference from Table 3.3-5 to 3.3-4 for the " Design
Commitment, Inspections. Tests, /.nalyses" and " Acceptance Criteria" columns.

.

640.138-2
3 W8Silligh0US8
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3. Design of StE ;- , Components, E ',--est, ud Systems-
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Table 3.6 3 (Sheet 1 of 2) f

4.

ROOMS HTI11 HIGH ENERGY PIPE BREAKS AND POTENI1AL (
ESSENTIAL TARGET ISMCI1ON x

(p i ~

Elev Rn High Enesty Fmndal Equipment Protecsed by Widp Restramas or

h Numbers * Bnek Sourte Jet % W da $

f\ None66 4 -

[I'
I 82'4" 11201 RCS Press. Spray RCS-ADS valves: V004A. V004C, V014A, V014C

l - Ternunal End

J1204 None
,M\ i

i12Q9 None fI

%'4" 11204 None

{i1209 None

l 100*# and 107-2" 11209 SGS Blowdown CVS Makeup, CVS 1.etdowm. CVS Hydrogen Supply, and

Pipe chase Pikg - Temunal SGS steam generator blowdown piping

End\
l CVS Mucup CVS Makeup valve V091

1 Piping T'ent.inal

k! 11300 None

\.11301 Kone

I 11303/ RCS Makeup sg blowdown and sg drain Piping.

| 1 11306 Piping - RCS pressure and lesti instrumentation, and i

Intermediate Break Pressurocr support steel .f|
_,

\ fI 117 4- 11400 SGS Swt Up None

I Peedwater Piping - N

\Termind erd

l 11401 RCS-ADS valves- bA, V00lC, V014A. V014C are I

| | protected from a break $'6cated in room 11403 /
N l| .

11402 Steam Generator upports are W from a break Ii |
M in room i1400 |

i l 11403 RCS Press Sprry - None

i Terminal Erd s

Raceways for Divis. s AE and BO 'N| RCS Letdown - u|

\f | Intermedate Break\
1

- RCS Press Spray - RCS-ADS valves V004A. V004C. V014A, VD14C
,

\| | Intermediate Break
s N

Y
~_

-

/
Revision: 11

3 W8Sil!1gh00$8 3.6-47 February 28,1997
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NI Roenis with Pos2 elated High Energy Line Breaks / Essential Targets /Pape Whip Restraints I

[[|| | . Rei.ta H-a s m

: s. -
| Rosna '2

'

gPennsber Rossa Descrapeten Ennenties Terget Desertpa6en atasard Seuree

-4

| 18201 Secens Generasar C. . - 01 AusemuaA &swessunaston sysarm (ADS) 5sege 4 I) Reackw Canutans Myseene (RCS)-Pweer
waives (MC5-VtRM A. RC5-Vins 4C. RCS-Vul4A. Spray R.Jne. 4* LilOA. Ternenal End Seed as
and RCS-V014C RCS Cold Lag B A

2) RCS-Presswiner Spray 1.Ane. 4* L106:
Tennmal End Bseek as RCS Cold teg f B

18209 Pipe Chase so CVS Equepamens Roosa Cv3 anakeep. CVS letdown. CVS hydrogen 1) Sneans Genermor Syseese (SGSFBlowdown
suppdy. and SOS sacaen generskv blowdown Lane. 4* RDF)A: Termenal End Becak as
pepeng Commensness Peactreason F27

2) SCS Blowdown Line. 4* LD099. Tersannel ::s; '

{End Bseak as C: . Penetranson F28

3) CVS-Makeup Lane. 3* thS6; Terwunal End k
''Bscak at la-Lene Anchor .

11303 Lower Picasartner C_ - - SGS secano generasar Idowdown and secara 1) RCSGS Penrscation tane. 3* Lil2:
generasor drasn Impeng RCS guessenzer presswe imennednese Becak as Oustes to Valve CVS-V082 h
and level asistrwnensasson, guessunser seppun ascel {

11400 Mainsemence Ptr ' Messanane Saemm generasaw suppewtn 1) SOS-Stari p IrcJweser line. 6* IAOSS
Termenal End Break as C. as Penesension

P41

11408 Sicasa Generaser of Coenpanment ADS S4sge 4 valves (RCS.VtxMA. RCS-V004C. 1) RCS Peensenaer Spray tane. 4' Ll06.
RCS */014A. and RCS-Vol4C) Tennenal End Break as in tane Anchor

o

11403 Pressunact Spray Valve Rooni ADS Stage 4 valves (RCS-V004A. RCS v004C. I) RCS Paessariar Spray tane. 4* t 283:
$ RCS-Vol4A. sad RCS V014C) 6nsermediasc Bseek as da2 Tec Ccancetson to

I
Asas!sary Spray Line

2) RCS CVS tesdown Lane. 3* LIll:p
i Interracibase Bseak as Inlet so Valve CVS-V001
<.

h.4 ay
1 se -

_ __ _ _---_---
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3. Di- of Shn-% Cmponents, Eq% __ =1 and Systemsm
,

!

Table 3.6-3 (Sheet 2 of 2)
r

/ '

/ ROOMS M1TH HIGH ENERGY PIPE BREAKS AND POTENIIAL ,N

/ ESSEN!1AL TARGET INIERACITON h
/ \
/ \.

Elevation Room High Energy FM Equipment Proceded by Midp Retraints or ;

f Nurnbers* Break Source Jet M

l 135'-3" 11503 RCS Press Spray - RCS-ADS valves lower tier platfcrm suppxt steel

| Temunal End d
| 160'-6" and 153'E 11601 SGS Start Up RCS head vent piping |

I I Feedwater Piping - SGS level insuumentanon piping g (y, ,

Temunal end -\ '-
,

bi SGS Main g i

{i Feedwater Piping- a ,

l Temunal End d g
i 11602 SGS Main ' SGS level insuumentanon piping ;

I Feedwara Piping; / !

| Temunal End

1 11603 RCS ADS Stage * RCS piping and ADS valves 002B,003B, Ol2B, & Ol3B

Piping - Temina Raceways and cables for Divmons NC and B/D j

!

I 11703 RCS ADS Stage 1 RCS piping and ADS valves 002A.003A 012A, & Ol3A

1 Piping - Tenunal Racessys and cables for Division AC1

M
i l 12244 CVS Makeup CVS Makeup valve V090

l Piping - Temanal

| End
,

See Figures 1.2-1 though 1.2-8,1.210, and 1.2-11 for room numben*

-

.r#

\

_

-

~ _ ,

Revision: 11
February 28,1997 3.6-48 3 Westinghouse
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Table h(cent.) (bd kh
NI Roonis with Postulated liigh Energy Line Breaka/ Essential Targeta/Fipe Whip Restraints

! and Related Hazard Source e, ,,

Reasm

f
gNuseber amene Desertptian EssentialTarget Desertpelse Hasard Source
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RESPONSES TO NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
- . .

Question 640.139

Design Description
i

a. To be consistent with the SSAR, the first sentence of the first paragraph shot.d read "He nuclear island
(NI) structures include the containment building (the steel containment vessel and the containment internal
11tEqlWK1), the shield building and auxiliary building."

b. Descriptions (such as construction materials and primary functions) should be provided for the containment
*

internal structures, the shield building, and the auxiliary building.

c. He last phrase of Sentence I.a should read *without loss of structural interrity and safety function."

d. A description should be provided for the PCCWS tank and the shield building roof structures.

e. In NRC letter, dated March 4,1997 (RAI 640.5), the staff requested Westinghouse to provide key
dimensions in the AP600 CDM. However, only the thickness of walls and floor slabs was given in CDM
Table 3.3-1 Westinghouse should also provide SSAR Table 3.7.1 16, elevations as well as the distance
between column lines, and between column lines and the edge of the foundation mat in the CDM (Tier 1).

f. Foot Note I in Table 3.3-l states that the applicable column lines, elevation levels, and NI basemat
reinforcement are identified and included on Figures 3.31 through 3.3-20. However, only Figures 3.31,

through 3.315 are provided in Tier I, Clarification is needed.

g. Table 3.31 on Page 3.3-10. For modular walls (Walls I and 2, and M-2 Wall), nominal reinforcement is -
provided in the vertical direction but not in the horizontal dire:; tion. Clarification is needed for (1) what
kind of reinforcement is used for modular walls, and (2) why no reinforcement is provided in the horizontal

,

direction?
7

h. He code boundary should be defined in the Design Description and shown in the Ggures.

i. As documented in the Tier I information for the ABWR and System 80+ designs, the structural design basis
loads should be clearly defined.

,

Response;

a) The first sentence of the first paragraph of ITAAC will be updated as requested. Proposed markups are
provided below.-

b). The design description as presented in conjunction with the detailed information presented in Tables 3.3-1
through 3.3 3 define the construction materials and the primary functions. Inclusion of additional description
matenal is not warranted and could lead to potential confusion. Therefore, it is suggested that no additional
changes should be included in the description section in this regard.

640 139-1

-
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RESPONSES TO NRC f4EQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

c) - ne last phrase of Sentence I.a will be updated to include the term " structural integrity" as requested.-
Proposed markups are provided below.

' d) ne following sentence will be added to the shield building Design Description (1st paragraph of
Section 3.3): "He shield building roof is reinforced concrete structure containing an integral, steel lined
Passive Containment Cooling Water Storage (PCCWS)' lank." Proposed markups are provided below.

e) A clarification is required to adequately address this issue: There is no Table 3.7.1-16 defined in the AP600
SSAR. What is the appropriate table or figure containing the elevations to which the NRC is referencing?

Per our response to RAI 640.4, Table 1.21 has been added to the SSAR to clarify the AP600 Plant
Elevations by level designations. These level designations are referenced in ITAAC Table 3.3-1 and
Figures 3,3-1 through 3.3-15.

In addition, the overall NI building dimensions are currently defined on SSAR Figure 3.7.1 16

Since this information is fully defined in the SSAR, it is not clear as to the need to include such information
'in Tier 1. Herefore, no changes are required to SSAR or Tier i data.

f) Only Figures 3.3-1 through 3.3-15 are to be included as her I inforraation. He reference to 3.3 20 was a
typographical error, his will be corrected on Table 3.31 with the proposed markups provided below.

g) The modular walls defined in Table ?.31 (Page 3.3-10; use a 0.5 inch thick plate on each of the outside
surfaces with concrete filled between these surfaces. The outside plates provide the reinforcement and act as
the concrete form. No additional internal steel reinforcement is required. Reinforcement is provided in both
the horizontal and the vertical directions however, only the vertical direction was considered as a critical
section of the wall as far as reinforcement was concerned. The table lists only the critical sections and
directions. therefore, the horizontal reinforcement was not required to be included in Tier I and no change is
required.

h) The code boundaries for the containment vessel are defined in 3ection 2.2.1 and on Figure 2.2.1-1 for
penetration locations. Herefore, no additional data should be included in Section 3.3 since Section 2.2.1

'

defines necessary Tier 1 information.

i) Add the following sentence to item 1.a): "The design basis loads are those loads associated with:

Normal plant operation ( including dead loads, live loads, lateral carth pre.sure loads, and equipment*

loads, including the effec' of temperature and equipment vibration);

External events (including rain, snow, flood, tomado, tornado generated trissiles, a7d earthquake); and*

Internal events (including flood. pipe rupture, equipment failure, and equipment failure generated+

missiles)."

640.1342
3j Westinghouse,

t
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RESPONSES TO NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
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Also add following to Table 3.3-5 for item 1.a) under Design Commitment, and Inspection, Tests. Analyses:
"specified in the Design Description (Section 3.3 paragraph 1.a)"

SSAR Changes:

a) None
b) None
c) None
d) None
c) l'one

f) None
g) None
h) None
i) None

ITAAC Changes:

a) See changes to Section 3.3 (attached)

b) None
c) See changes to Section 3.3 (attached)
d) See change to Section 3.3 (attached)
e) None

O See change to ITAAC Table 3.31, page 3.3-4
g3 None
h) None
i) See change to ITAAC Section 3.3, page 3.3-1

See change to ITAAC Table 3.3-5

i

_

""
T westingtmuse

.
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BUILDINGS -

'
_ _ _ _

Revision: 3
Effective: 5h6/97

.

3.3 Buildings

Design Description gg
,

ne Nuclear Island (NI) structures include the containmen the shield and auxiliarv building. De
containment, shield and auxiliary buildings are structurally integrated on a common basemat which is M
embedded below the finished plant grade level. De containment building is a cylindrical welded steel
vessel with elliptical upper and lower heads, supported by embedding a lower segment between the
containment internal structures concrete and the b.semat concrete. De shield building, in conjunction with
the internal structures of the containment building, provides shielding for the reactor coolant system and
the other radioactive systems and components housed in the containmenty he auxiliary building houses
the safety-related _ mechanical and electrical equipment located outside the containment and shield
buildings. N ' k,g4/ ' 'm JduMitt, M_k

'-

'
o *& ~ A/h WOA%

De annex buildi hou,ses personne access, technic support center, non 1 lectrical equip t,and

hot machine shop. He radwaste building houses the low level waste processing and storage.

1. a) De NI structures are seismic Category I and are designed to withstand design basis loads, which
apply to the stmeture, without loss of safety function. dM W )

N nadurul ' ,ASi
b) De top of the NI basemat is located below the design plant level per Table 3.31.

c) De containment and its penetrations are designed and constructed to AShE Code Section III.
Class MC.W

d) De containment and its penetrations retain their pressure boundary integrity associated with the
design pressure.

e) The containment and its penetrations maintain the containment leakage rate less than the
maximum allowable leakage rate associated with the peak containment pressure for the design
basis accident.

2. Selected walls of the NI buildings as defmed on Table 3.3-1 provide shielding during normal
operations. The shield wall thicknesses of the NI buildings are defined on Table 3.3-1 except for
designed openings or penetrations.

3. Selected walls of the annex building and the radwaste building as defined on Table 3.3-1 provide
shielding during normal operations. De shield wall thicknesses of the annex building and they
radwaste building am defined on Table 3.31 except for designed openings or penetrations. /

j-stpr b s|C $14. & )" "

"g g s waanr# % e-
1. C--- not dm:es are aMressed in s&secoon 2.2.1. C-~ sysaem

/

[ { } }
~
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Table 3 31 $fE
Definittee et wen tecations osed Thechseesses for NI Beadisees, Annes and Redwesee Bendisege(') |F'
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!
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_
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I
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Table 3.3 5 l

Inspections Tests, Analyses, and Acceptance Cederia
_

Design Commitment inspections, Tests, Analyses Acceptance Criteria
;

1.a) The N1 structures are An inspecdon of the as built An inspection report exists that
seismic Category I and are concrete thickness and concludes that the as built
designed to withstand design reinforcement cross secuonal asea concrete and reinforcement
basis loads which apply to the (density)(excluding designed quanuties for the entical seismic

(.
Ttructuie, without loss of safety openings or penetra6ons will be Cttegory I building sections
funcdon. performed for the cridcal Ni defined on Table 3.31 were used

N structural sections defined on during construction..

."h',0 htu/]A '\ Table 3 31. His inspeedon data5/
will be reconciled di the

'
x y,3 [ p f,a ' applicable structural section data

'

defined on Table 3.31 which
---

represents the required concrete
and reinforcement to withstand the,

i design basis loady

1.b) ne top of the N1 basemat inspection of the as built nuctur ne to; of the N1 basemat is
is located below the design plant islan( 'sasemat structure will be located below the design plant
level per Table 3.31. conducted. level consistent with the

'
dimension defined on
Table 3.31.

l.c) ne containment and its See Cerufied Design Material. See Cerufied Design Material,
penetrauons are designed and Subsection 2.2.1, Containment Subsec6on 2.2.1, Containment
constructed to ASME Code System. System.
Section Ill. Class MC.m

1.d) ne containment and its See Certified Design Material, See Cerufied Design Material,
penetradons retain their pressure Subsection 2.2.1 Containment Subsection 2.2.1, Containment
boundary integrity associated with System. System.
the design pressure.

I.e) ne containment and its See Certified Design Matenal, See Certified Design Material,
penetradons maintain the Subsection 2.2.1, Containment Subsection 2.2.1, Containment
containment leakage rate less than System. System.
the maaimum allowable leakage
rate associued with the peak
containment pressure for the
design basis acci4 cat.

,

!

l. C---= uotanon dmers are aMrtued a subsecoam 2.2.1. Conumnma Spaca

,

3.3-25MM ovTAACsvav3vta303 w#051es7

i
.
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RESPONSES TO NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
|

r ins
.

$M b

|
Question 640.140

a. AP600 ITAAC should commit to the basic configuration of the nuclear island structures ns shown in Figure;
- "l.31 and to inspect the as-built structures against this basic configuration.
'
4

b. Westinghouse should provide key dimensions (such as overall dimensions, the distance between column
lines, the distance bettveen the center of the reactor vessel and column lines, elevations, total embedment i

;

depth, etc.) as the acceptance criteria for vertfying the as-built conditions.

1

What is the basis for acceptance criteria #9 (leak rate of 100 gal /hr or smaller for the PCCWS tank).c.

d. For verifying that the Ni structures will withstand the structural design basis loads. Wer,tinghouse shouldd

require the existence of a structural analysis report in the ITAAC, which concludes that the as-built Ni,

structures will withstand the structural design basis loads. Also, a description of the contents of a structural

analysis report must be provided in the SSAR (Tier 2). ,

4

Response:

A new ITAAC item 1.0 will be added to define the configuration of the nuclear island structure based ona.
key structural dimensions included in a new ITAAC table. This table will include dimensions between,'

selected key column lines and distances between column lines and inside wall surfaces at the 66'-6'' level.
Column lino dimensions are based on SSAR Figures 3.7.212 (Sheet I of 12).

b. The embedment depth has already been included in Table 3.31. Key dimensions that define the overall NI
building are defined in new ITAAC commitment 1.0 defined in response to item a) above.

.

The 100 gal /hr leak rate is based on the two following criteria:c.
i) A tolerable leak rate that could be easily replaced under normal operating modes.

;

2) This value was a measurable rate that could be detected using existing narrow ;ange level transmitter
over a 12 to 24 hour period. This sarr.e narrow range transmitter is planned to be used to determine the
tank water level.

,

d. Westinghouse has already generated a design summary report that concludes that the Ni structures will
withstand the structural design basis loads. 'Ilis report has been audited by the NRC on various occasions
and will be included as Appendix 3H of SSAR. The concrete thicknesses and reinforcement quantities as - *

defined on Table 3.31 when included in the as built structure confirms the as built structure will withstand
the design basis loads. An outline of the Design Summary Report similar to that provided in RAI Response
to 220.83 and referenced in Sections 3.8.3.4 and 3.8.4.4.1 can be included in SSAR as a table. The COL

,

applicant will be responsible to provide the as w.; structural analysis report.

640.140-1

'1-

,
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RESDONSES TO NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORM / T!ON

i

SSAR Revision:

a) None
b) None
c) Nonc
d) (TBD) )

ITAAC Revision:

a) 1.f) ne key features of the nuclear island structures is as defined on Table 3.3-5.

w

Design Commitment inspections. Tests, Analyses Acceptance Criteria

1.f) He key features of Nuclear An inspection will be performed The as built inspection report

Island Structures is as defined on of the as-built configuration of the exists ar;t oncludes that .he key

Table 3.3 5. Nuclear Island Structures for key features w the Nucl<. - Island
featuresdefined on Table 3.3-5. Structures are consistent with the

dimensions defined on Table 3.3-
5.

(Note: References to the existing Table 3.3 5 must be updated to reflect the insertion of this new table.)

b) None

c) None

d) None

640.140-2
3 W6Stingh0l106
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Draft Table 3.3 5
Key Dimensions of NI Building Features

Reference Column Lines are Def' ed Relative to Containment Centerlinem

Reference Reference Distance From Nominal Inside Wall Surface Distances and Tolerance

Column Containment Centerline Relationship to Reference Column Lines at on

Line (ft in Elevation Level 1 Measured

North / South / East / West) (ft-in) Distance
(zin)

XI (Distance between Inside Surfaces
! 87 ft-6 m. / East of Cont. Between Col Ln.1 & N when Measured

CL. between Col 1 and 2)=84 ft-6 in z 12 in

N on Centerline

J 69 ft-6 in / East of Cont. X2 (Distance between inside Surfaces z 12 in
CL. Between Col Ln.1 & J when Measured

between Col 7.3 and 11)=15 ft-0 in

K 51 ft 6 in / East of Cont. X3 (Distance between Inside Surfaces 12 in

CL. Between Col Ln. J & K when Measured
between Col 7.3 and 11)= 16 ft-0 in

L 26 ft-0 in / East of Cont. X4 (Distance between Inside Surfaces 212 in
CL. Between Col Ln. K & L when Measured

between Col 7.3 and 1I)= 23 ft-6 in

M 8 ft-0 in / East of Cont. CL. X5 (Distance between inside Surfaces : 12 in
Between Col Ln. L & M when Measured

between Col 7.3 and iI)= 16 ft 0 in

P 10 ft Oin / West of Cont. X6 (Distance between inside Surfaces 12 in

CL. Between Col Ln. M & P when Measured
between Col 7.3 and 11)= 16 ft-0 in

_-

Q 28 ft-0 in / West of X7 (Distance between inside Surfaces 12 in

Cont.CL. Between Col Ln. P & Q when Measured
between Col 7.3 and i1)=15 ft-0 in

i i 137 ft-0 in / South of Cont.
CL X8 (Distance between inside Surfaces z 12 in"

Between Col Ln.1 & 2 when Measured at
2 115 ft-0 in / South of Cont. interface with Col.1I )=19 ft-0 in

CL

4 71 ft 0 in / South of Cont. X9 (Distance between inside Surfaces
CL Between Col Ln.1 & 4 when Measured at 212 in

interface with Col.11 )=63 ft 0 in

Mc , s: 3

. _ . . - . .- - .-.
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Draft Table 3.3 5
Key Dimensions of N1 Building Features

Reference Column Lines are Defined Relative to Containment Centerline

7.3 45 ft-9 in / North of Cont. ,

CL X10 (Distance between Inside Surfaces z 12 in |

Between Col Ln. 7.3 & 11 when Measured |
|1 117 ft-0 in / North of Cont, at interface with Col. I1 )=67 ft-9 in |

CL

7 On Centerline Xll (Radial Distance from Center of + 15 in
Containment (Intersection of Col. Lines N 3 in

and 7) to Outside Surface of Shield
Bt. , ding when Measured along Col. Lines

7 and N) = 72 ft 6 in

|
,

,
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RESPONSES TO NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION |

'numming-

,-

'

Question 640.141

in Table 3.3 5. the acceptance criterion refers to an as-built Pipe Rupture Hazards Analysis Report. However, a
Pipe Rupture Hazards Analysis Report is not discussed in the SSAR. A pipe rupture hazards analysis is
discussed in SSAR Section 3.6.2.5. It is recommended that the following statement be added to SSAR

Section 3.6.4.l:

The as built pipe rupture hazards analysis will be documented in an as built Pipe Rupture dazards Analysis
Report.

i

Response:
,

SSAR Section 3.6.4.1 will be modified as requested.- Proposed markups are provided below.

SSAR Revision:

; See markup of SSAR Section 3.6.4.1 (attached).

ITAAC Revision:

None

,

#

4

d

1

'

a

640.141-1
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3. Dun a of Struceerw, Components, Equipament, and Systeaus

.

Bounding Analyses

Evaluations are provided for each different combination of material type, pipe size, pressure,
and temperature. These evaluations are used to develop a set of curves of maximum faulted
stress versus the corresponding normal stress that satisfy the criteria for leak before-break.
These curves are used in the design of the piping systems and will be used by the Combined
License applicant to verify that the as-built piping satisfies the requirements for leak before-
break.

3.6.3.4 Documentation of Leak before Break Evaluations

The leak before-break evaluation is used to suppon the elimination of' ynamic effects of piped

breaks from the loading conditions for the piping analysis. An evaluation of leak-before-break
using the as-built configuration of the piping system and supports is required as part of the
Design Report of the as-built configuration required to meet ASME Code requirements.
Appendix 3B contains a discussion of the bounding analysis methods for the leak-before break
evaluation.

The analysis methods, criteria, and loads used for evaluation of stress iti piping systems are
outlined in subsections 3.7.3 and 3.9.3. The seistnic input bounds the soil design profiles
outlined in subsection 3.7.1.4 and Appendicies 2A and 2B. "Ihe evaluation also bound soil
profiles qua'ified using site specific evaluations as outlined in subsection 2.5.4.5.5

3.6.4 Combined License Information

3.6.4.1 Pipe Break Hazard Analysis

! Combined License applicants referencing the AP600 cenified design will complete the final
l pipe whip restraint design and address as built reconciliation of the pipe break hazards

analysis in accordance with the criteria outlined in subsections 3.6.1.3.2 and 3.6.2.5. h
aariLt fpe tuphde hawd ad.adpts A bc Jocwe4@f In on M4& in Pt'@P we RAsd M@ kpo%t3.6.4.2 Leak before Break Evaluation

Combined License applicants referencing the AP600 certified design will address:
1) verification that the as-built stresses, diameter, wall thickness, material, welding process,
pressure, and temperature in the piping excluded from consideration of the dynamic effects
of pipe break are bounded by the leak-before-break bounding analysis; 2) a resiew of the
Certified Material Test Repons or Certifications from the Material Manufaceirer to verify that
the ASME Code, Section III strength and Charpy toughness requirements are satisfied; and
3) complete the leak before-break evaluation by comparing the results of the final piping stress

I analysis with the bounding analysis curves documented in Appendix 3B. The leak before-
I break evaluation will be documented in a leak-before-break evaluation report.

1 |

|
.

t

! Revision: 17
'

iff g g 3.6-37 October 31,1997
==

| Vic Hi-j \
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RESPONSES TO NRC REOUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

ME. . -

5

Question 640.148

The qualifying comment on soft soil sites in ITAAC #10 needs to be clarified and i..corporated into the Design
Commitment, if appropriate.

Response:

Change the commitment per the following:

The construction approach or sequence is dependent on the soil charactenstics as defined below:

For hard soil sites with unconsolidated deposits with shear wase velocities exceeding the 2000 feet per
second criteria. a review of the construction apprcach is not required.

For se'' soil sites with unconsolidated deposits with shear wave velocities in the range of 1000 to 2000
feet per second, the construction approach will include two limits i.) Shield building construction ahead
of auxiliary building or ii.) Auxiliary building construction ahead of shield building.

SSAR Rev!sion:

None

ITAAC Revision:

See change to item 10 of the Design Description. No change to Table 3.3-5.

"# ^#8^
W Westinghouse
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4. a) Exterior walls and the basemat of the N1 have a water barrier up to plant elevation 100 ft (design
plant grade).

b) The boundaries between mechanical equipment rooms and the electrical and instrumentation and

control (l&C) equipment rooms of the auxiliary building as identified in Table 3.3 2 are designed
to prevent flooding of rooms that contain safety-related equipment up to the maximum flood level
for each room defined in Table 3.3 2.

c) The boundaries between the following rooms, which contain safety related equipment - passive
core cooling system (PXS) valve / accumulator room A (11205), PXS valve / accumulator room B

(11207), and chemical and volume system (CVS) toom (11209)- are designed to prevent flooding
between these rooms.

5. The radiologically controlled area of the auxiliary building at the Level 1 elevation contains adequale
volume to contain the liquid volume of faulted liquid radwaste system (WLS) storage tanks. The
available volume of the radiologically centrolled area of the auxiliary building at the Level 1 elevation
exceeds the volume of the liquid radwaste storage tanks.

6. a) Class lE cables and xeways are identified according to applicable color-coded Class 1E
divisions.

( b) Class IE divisional cables are routed in their respective divisional raceways,

c) Separation is maintained between Class IE divisions and between Class IE divisions and
non-Class lE cables in accordance with the fire areas as identified in Table 3.3 3.

d) Physical separation is maintained between Class IE divisions and between Class IE divisions and
non-Class lE cables.

7. Systems and components required for safe shutdown located in rooms identified in Table 3.3-4 are
protected from the dynamic effects of postulated pipe breaks using pipe whip restraints.

8. The reactor cr.vity sump has a minimum concrete thickness as shown on Table 3.3-1 between the
bonom of the sump and the steel containment.

9. The shield building roof, passive containment cooling system (PCS) storage tank, and the fire water
storage tank support and retain the PCS and fire water sources.

0
10. construction app rsoil sites includespo Paiu : i.) Shie iding construction

ad of au ' ing or 11.) Auxiliary,bm3 ding construction of shield building.
,p , at applies for only sopftskes having ungoasoudated deposits with shear were

Qod8es la the range from 1,006-06 2,000 feet pecacoed.o
p, - x

-

*
~

v', '*
De construction approach or sequence is dependent on the soil characteristics as defined below:

Is;( For hard soil sites with unconsolidated deposits with shear wave velocities exceeding the 2000 feet per
second criteria, a review of the construction approach is not required.

h or soft soil sites with unconsolidated deposits with shear wave velocities in the range of 1000 to 2000
feet per second, the construction approach will include two limits i.) Shield building construction ahead /

f auxiliary building or ii.) Auxiliary tuilding construction ahead of shield building. /

-
.u- i .e . ;

__
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RESPONSES TO NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

se ne

Hi
.

Question 640.149

Pages 3.3 31 and 3.3-32 are missing. Verify that no pages are missing from Revision 3 of the AP600 Tict I
information.'

Response:a

We confirm ti.at no pages are missing from Revision 3 of the AP600 Tier I information relative to pages 3.3
and 3.3-32. De subsequent pages were inad<crtently mis-numbered. This section will be repaginated.

SSAR Revision:

. None
!

iTAAC Revision:

Repaginate figure per above response.

4

|

|

|

|

|

;

i

|
|

|

|

.

640.149-1

|
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s
:gr iji

Question 640.158

3.3 - Buildings

Table 3.3 5 contains ITAAC for the Ni structures as wc!! as for the annen and radwaste buildings. 'Iherefore,
Westinghouse should modify the sentence on page 3.3 3 to add the words " annex, radwaste, and" between the
words "NI" and " buildings".

Response:

The sentence on page 3.3 3 will be updated as requested. Proposed markups are provided below.

SSAR Revision:

None

ITAAC Revision:

See change to pg. 3.3-3 (attached).

' " " ~
T Westinghouse
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_

Inspections, Tests, Analyses, and Acceptance Criteria

Table 3.3-5 specifies the inspections, tests, analyses, and associat6d acceptance criteria for the
buildings.

3 _-_ 4i ,annep A

.

L
3.3 3

O o:VTAACtrrw|Nc303 wpt061007

c w ./9 2
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RESPONSES TO NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

#f Ti |
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1 !

Question 640.138
I
Ine information in this ITAAC related to protection from the dynamic effects of postulated pipe breaks might

not be appropriate as a Tier 1 commitment, and may be occamplished as a SSAR (Tier 2) commitment. The
staff suggests the following changes:

a. Delete Table 3.34 and add all of the detailed information under " Room Description," " Essential Target

Description," and " Hazard Source" in that table to SSAR Table 3.6-3. i

b. Revise item 7 under " Design Description' to read as follows:

" Structures, systems, and components required for safe shutdown are protected from the dynamic effects of
postulated pipe breaks using pipe break mitigation features."

c. Revise item 7 in Table 3.3 5 to read as follows:
1

Desien Commitmerit

" Structures, systems and components required for safe shutdown are protected from the dynamic effects of
postulated pipe breaks using pipe break mitigation features."

Inspection. Tests. Analyses'

"An inspection will be performed of the as-built high and moderate energy pipe break mitigation features."

Apreotance Criteria

"An as. built Pipe Rupture Hazard Analysis Report exists that includes documentation of the results of the
high and moderate energy pipe break mitigation features, and concludes tha, . tructures, systems, and
components required for safe shutdown can withstand the effects of postulated pipe rupture without loss of
the required safety function."

,

Response:

a) The information contained in ITAAC Table 3.3-4 is based on a detailed review of interfaces between high
energy line locations and equipment required for safe shutdown, Pipe mitigation features (pipe whip
restraints) are only required at locations defined in ITAAC Table 3.3-4. Only these locations are required to
be inspected for the presence of the pipe whip restraints. Therefore, ITAAC Table 3.3-4 will be retained.
The contents of this ITAAC Table 3.34 will be substituted for the information currently contained in SSAR
Table 3.6-3 per NRC request. Proposed markups are provided below.

'

,

640.138-1

_ . _ _ _ _ . .- - . - , - --
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titiariit:

w-

b) Item 7 in the Design Description should not be changed per our response to a) above.

c) Table 3.3-5 will not be changed per response to item a) above.

SSAR Revision:

Replace Table 3.6-3 per the attached markup pages.

ITAAC Revision:

Table 3.3 5 (Item 7) will be corrected to change reference from Table 3.3-5 to 3.3-4 for the " Design
Commitment, Inspections Tests, Analyses" and " Acceptance Criteria" columns.

.

8

il

!

|-

L

|
,

l 640.138 2

|- T Westinghouse

|

i
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3. Design of Str=G--% Cossponents, EM - =t, and Systeams
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Table 3.6 3 (Shea 1 of 2) {
aLL-

ROOMS HTni HIGH ENERGY PIPE BREAKS AND POTESTAL { hfxESSENHAL TARGET LVIERACTION

gi

Elevados Roosa High Energ FM Equipment Pruesded by Whip Rastraints or g

\ Numbers * Brink Sourte Jet Shields -A

\ None f66 4-

[) #
I 82'4 " 11201 RCS Press. Spray RCS-ADS valves: V0MA. VONC, V014A V014C

{l
Termmal End

jl204 None --

N M
ll2Q9 None /i

%'4" 11204 None

11209 None g

1 100*4T and !OT 2" 11209 SGS Blowdown CVS Makeup. CVS 12tdown. CVS Hydrogen Supply, and

Pipe chase Pikg - Temunal SGS steam generator blowdown piping

End \
l CVS hGksup CVS Makeup valve V091

1 Piping TM
l Erd {

f 11300 None

11301 (

l 11303/ RCS Makrup SG sg blowdown and sg drain Piping'. k
I 11304 Pipng - RCS pressure and level instrumentation, and

Interme6 ate Break Pressunser support steel

l 117 4* 11400 SGS Start Up None

i Feedwater Piping -

Termmal erd

i 11401 RCS-ADS valves VdG4A V00sC. V014A V014C are f
I potected fitxn a break lbcaed in room 11403 i

N l
/ 11402 Seam Generator supports are from a break |

'

located in room 11400

l i1403 RG Press Sposy - None
\

i Temunal End
Raceways fcr Divisions AC and B/D \l RCS Lendown -

| Inerme6ase Break \
l RCS Press Spray - RCS-ADS vahes: V004A. V004C V014A. VCR4C

| Intermeduise Break \
\
>

x- - - -
_

Revision: 11

W Westinghouse 3.M7 February 28,1997
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Tem g

gfNI Reesus with Festoleted High Emergy Line Breeks/ Essential Targets /Pape Wisip Restraints
sad Related Hazard Seeree ,o

m. . .
Rome "2

gsenastier Romme Descrapelse hanenttet Target Descreysema itsened Seeree

=4
1120s sesens Generoser C . :48 Assessessat deressurwes6en synarmi tAus) Sase 4 I) Reetsur reasons syneca (RCs) rione.neser

was.es tstC5-VoodA. RCS-VtiO4C. RCS-Vot4A. Spey uses. 4* Lt 10A. Teriemani End 5 seek as ,

anni RCS-VOI4C RCS CeW Lag I A

2) RCS-Picasertaer Spray une. 4* Llotk
Tennsami Esid Break at RCS CoM tg IB

as20e Pipe Chs e Cvs skomsysmens Rooin CVS inskeup. Cvs tendown. CVs hydrosen In secesa Generesar syme == (sos) se.wdown
supply, armi 5G3 nacan geacrusur blowdown bne. 4* IA09A: Tcenensi End Bseek a*

C% Peneerasion P27 ipapeng

j 2) SGS-Blowdown bee. 4* 1D098 Ternemel :t

{End Beesk as C- - Penesession P2s'

3) CVS henkeup IJac. 3* 1256; Tensweel End k'

#Break as In Une Anther

18303 I.mwer Psussertaer C_ _ , _- SGS asemen sencraser beowdown ennt seceni I) RCS-CVS P1rdecasion tane 3* LI12:
h
g'

generssor drani ppeng. RCS pcssanaer pressure W Becak as Owlet so Valve CVS-V082
.n. _ _ ._ _ _ _ _

11400 hw Floor 68ezzanine Neans genersher seppurts t) SOS-seenup Itedweser iane. 6* taxnel
Termenal Emil Decak as C _--- renessmaan

P45
P

! II400 Secesa Generosor 08 Cassiperimient ADS Saage 4 valves (RCS-Vtm4A. RCS-VUO4C, t) RC3 Piessenaer spey tane. 4* Llob
! RCS-YOI4A. and RCS-V014C) Tennenal End Break as la bne Anchor
I o

|1403 Pseemanner Spray Velve Roosn ADS Seege 4 valves (RCS-V004A. RCS-Y004C. 1) RCS Piesseruct spray Lane. 4* 1.213:

! $ RCS-Vol4A and RCS V0t4C) Insenmedesse 8 seek as 4a2 Tce Connecsaan so

| Asadiary 5 prey Une

2) RCS CVS tabmn Une. 3* Lil4:g
Insenneihese Break ma Intes so Valve CV3-V00t; 1

i n

-

4 aa-V
1 5 ts I

. _ . ._
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3. I'i- of St.ws.res, Ca posents Ege';M and Systems
* --

t

Table 3.6-3 (Stret 2 of 2)

[,. r.-- ROOMS MTIli IDGH ENERGY PIPE BREAKS AND POTDMAL N
,

ESSDmAL TARGET INIIRACIlON
' s

s' \j
/ \

Elevation Roorn High Emery Fa==ew Equipment Protected by Midp Restraints or i

f Numbere Break Sourte Jet caMrk

l 135' 3" .1503 RCS Pnss Spray - RCS-ADS valves: lower tier platform suppmt steel
b ,

I Termmal Erd y |

| IW4" and 153'4'' 11601 SGS Start Up RCS head vern piping' p# ( ,

1 Feedwater Piping - SGS levelinsmoeramoon piping ( /Terminal end \

b -

'

1 SGS Wm

',h| Feedwater Piping-
9,

| Termmal End

i !!602 SGS Main . ' SGS level instrumentanon piping

i Feedwater Bping'

l Termmal End '

l i1603 RCS ADS Stage 1 RCS piping ared ADS valves 002B,003B,012B, & 013B
;Piping Teminal Raceways and cables for Divisions AC and IVD
I

End
'

l 11703 RCS ADS Stage 1 RCS piping and ADS valves 002A. 003A. Ol?A, & Ol3A

l Piping Temmal Raceways and cables fcr Disision AC

,
End ,

'

l 12244 CVS Makeup CVS Makeup valve V090

l Piping - Termmal

ii . End

* See Figures 12-1 through 1.2-8,1.210, and 1.211 for itxxn numbers

/
/

'%
~ ~ - -

,

Revision: 11
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*Table ,b((coat.) (M kh a

NI Reeans wkh Postulated High Emeray Line BreakeEssesdiel TargeteTipe Whip Restraines
and Related Hazard Source

,, ,,

I Sp,,

'gA amiwr Roses Descripeten Essential Target Description Memord Source

-4
,

ADS Sease 1. 2. and 3 valves. lom ier pintorm ) RCS-psess naer Sprey tase.4 L215:il303 upper ene nedser c ='

support steel Ternunal End Becak at pressunaer Nouie

18601 Sesame Generescr48 Poed Weser Noule Asee RCS head vens pepeng I) SGS Seanup Feedweser 1 ne. 6* 1A03A.
I SGS level insanmuensasson piping Terwemmi End Becak as Sacane Generuser tamp B

Noule

2) SGS Mese Feedweser t.ane.16* LA03A:

i Ternumal End Beemk as seenne Generosor imep I |

I

i1602 Seenne Generesor42 Feedweser Naule Asta SGS level andraunensassoa pareng Il SGS Mese Feedweser lune,16* IAOR g
Ternunal Bad Beesk as Seessa Genereser taop 2 {,

! Nonle
i

18603 lower ADS Valve Area AtM Ssage 2 anJ 3 valves I) RC3-Assassues Desmessurussion Syssem $ sage

| (R ~ '*0028. RCS-VUO38. RCS-V0128. and I Line. 4* IA105: Tersensi End Bseek as inlet
| RCS- .0138) to Valve RCS V0llB

Raceways and cable for thvassons A/C and 3/D
'

{j
b18703 Upper ADS Valve Ases ADS Stage 2 and 3 valves I) RCS-Assonume Depresseruasson Sysicsa Stage

(RCS-V002A. RCS-V003A. RCS V012A and I Line. 4" lAIGA Tenuann, Esid Beesk se Inlet

RCS-Vol3A) to Valve RCS V0ll A

Raceways and cables for Dmsson A/C

- I,R 82244 tower Annulus Valve Asea CVS Makeup valve - CVS-V090 I) CVS Maheur Lane. 3* Ll31: Ternunal End { .'
sa Co-l ane Anchor g

P
k

,
,

%

1
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RESPONSES TO NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMA)lON
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| Question 640.139

'

Design Description

To be consistent with the SSAR, the first sentence of the first paragraph should read "He nuclear islanda.

(NI) structures include the containment building (the steel containment vessel and the containment internaj
,

11nti.lutu), the shield building and auxilis.ry building."

b. Descriptions (such as construction materials and primary functions) should be provided for the containment
internal structures, the shield building, and the auxiliary building.

;

De last phrase of Sentence 1.a should read "without loss of structural interrily and safety function."c.

d. A description should be provided for the PCCWS tank and the shield building roof structures.

In NRC bter, dated March 4,1997 (RAI 640.5), the staff requested Westinghouse to provide keyc.
dimensions in the AP600 CDM. However, only the thickness of walls and floor slabs was given in CDM
Table 3.3-1. Westinghouse should rlso provide SSAR Table 3.7.1 16, elevations as well as the distance
between column lines, and between column lines and the edge of tae foundation mat in the CDM (Tier 1).

f. Foot Note I in Table 3.31 states that the applicable column lines, elevation levels, and NI basemat
remforcement are identified and included on Figures 3.31 through 3.3 20. However, only Figures 3.3-1
through 3.3-15 are provided in Tier 1. Clarification is needed.

g. Table 3.31 on Page 3.310. For modular walls (Walls I and 2, and M 2 Wall), nominal reinforcement is '
provided in the vertical direction but not in the horizontal direction. Clari0 cation is needed for (1) what
kind of reinforcement is used for modular walls, and (2) why no reinforcement is provided in the horizontal

j

direction?

h. He code boundary should be defined in the Design Description and shown 1 the figures.

i. As documented in the Tier I information for the ABWR and System 80+ designs, the structural design basis
loads should be cleath defined.

Response:

a) The first sentence of the first paragraph of ITAAC will be updated as requested. Proposed markups are
provided below.

b) De design description as presented in conjunction with the detailed information presented in Tables 3.31
through 3.3-3 define the construction materials and the primary functions. Inclusion of additional description
material is not warranted and could lead to potential confusion. Herefore, it is suggested that no additional
changes should be included in the description section in this regard.

640.139 1

i
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RESPONSES TO NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

m. anife...

rag _

c) The last phrase of Sentence I.a will be updated to include the term " structural integrity" as requemd.
Proposed markups are provided below.

d) ne following sentence will be added to tne shield building Design Description (1st paragraph of
Section 3.3): "The shield building roof is reinforced concrete structure containing an integral, steel lined
Passive Containment Cooling Water Storage (PCCWS) Tank." Proposed markups are provided below.

c) A clarification is required to adequately address this issue: Dere is no Table 3.7.1 16 defined in the AP600
SSAR. What is the appropriate table or figure containing the elevations to which the NRC is referencing?

Per our response to RAI 640,4, Table 1.21 has been added to the SSAR to clarify the AP600 Plant
Elevations by level designations. Dese level designations are referenced in ITAAC Table 3.31 and,

Figures 3.31 through 3.3-15.

In addition, the overall NI building dimensions are currently defined on SSAR Figure 3.7.1 16

Since this information is fully defined in the SSAR, it 5 not clear as to the need to include such information
in Tier 1. Therefore, no changes are required to SSAR or Tier i data.

O Only Figures 3.31 through 3.315 are to be included as Tier i information, ne reference to 3.3-20 was a
typographical error. His will be corrected on Table 3.31 with the proposed markups provided below.

g) The modular walls defined in Table 3.31 (Page 3.310) use a 0.5 inch thick plate on each of the outside
surfaces with concrete filled between these surfaces. He outside plates provide the reinforcement and act as
the concrete form. No additional internal steel reinforcement is required. Reinforcement is provided in both
the horizontal and the vertical directions however, only the vertical direction was considered as a critical

,

section of the wall as far as reinforcement was concerned. The table lists only the critical sections and
frections, therefore, the horizontal reinforcement was not required to be included in Tier I and no change is
required.

h) The code boundaries for the containment vessel are defined in Section 2.2.1 and on Figure 2.2.1 1 for
penetration locations. Therefore, no additional data should be included in Section 3.3 since Section 2.2.1
defines necessary Tier I information.

,

i) Add the following sentence to item 1.3): "He design basis loads are those loads associated with:

Normal plant operation ( including dead loads, live loads, lateral carth pressure loads, and equipment*

loads, including the effects of temperature and equipment vibration);

. External events (including rain, snow, flood, tornado, tornado generated missiles, and earthquake); and ;
*

Internal events (including flood. pipe rupture, equip Nnt failure, and equipment failure generated*

missiles)."

640.139 2
T Westinghouse
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!!i.t.sin

|

Also add following to Table 3.3 5 for item 1.an under Design Commitment, and Inspection. Tests, Analyses:
''specified in the Design Description (Section 3.3 paragraph 1.a)"

SSAR Changes:

a) None .

b) None
c) None
d) None
c) None

O None
g) None
h) None
i) None

ITAAC Changes:

a) See changes to Section 3.3 (attached) '

b) None
c) See changes to Section 3.3 (attached)
d) See change to Section 3.3 (attached)
e) None

O See change to ITAAC Table 3.31, page 3.3-4
g) None
h) None
i) See change to ITAAC Section 3.3, page 3.3-1

See change to ITAAC Table 3.3-5

|

,

a

640.139 3
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BUILDINGS
Revision: 3
Effective: Fl6/97

3.3 Buildings

Dwign Dacription gg
,

ne Nuclear Island (NI) structures include the containmen the shield and auxiliary building
containment, shield and auxiliary buildings are structurally integrated on a common basemat w/. Dehich is M
embedded below the finished plant grade level. He containment building is a cylindrical welded steel
vessel with elliptical upper and lower heads, supponed by embedding a lower segment between the
containment internal structures concrete and the basemat concrete. De shield building, in conjunction with
the internal structures of the containment building, provides shielding for the reactor coolant system and
the other radioactive systems and components housed in the containmentf ne auxiliary building houses
the safety-related_ mechanical and electrical equipment located outsid0 the containment and shield
buildings. g,jW ^ ' - ' L,, "m bu$al &"

-~ Q Q~ gh ( C W S.) Y| ' *

De annex buildi houses personne access, techme support center, non IFelectrical equip t,and

hot machine shop. De radwaste building houses the low level waste processing and storage.

1. a) De NI structures are seismic Category I and are designed to withstand design basis loads, which
apply to the structure, without lost of safety function. GG W )

N ru.htntf ' eg A,

St
b) ne top of the NI basemat is located below the design plant grade level per Table 3.31.

c) De containment and its penetrations are designed and constructed to ASME Code Section III,
Class MC.m

d) De containment and its penetrations retain their pressure boundary integrity associated with the
design pressure.

e) De containment and its penetrations maintain the containment leakage rate less than the
maximum allowable leakage rate associated with the peak containment pressure for the design
basis accident.

2. Selected walls of the NI buildings as defined on Table 3.31 provide shielding during normal
operations. De shield wall thicknesses of the NI buildings are defined on Table 3.3-1 except for
designed openings or penetrations.

3. Selected walls of the annex building and the radwaste building as defined on Table .$.3-1 provide
shielding during normal operations. De shield wall thicknesses of the annex building and the
radwaste building are defined on Table 3.31 except for designed openings or penetrations

4 $
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Table 3.3-1 5iEmDef'inklen of Wall Locations and Mknesses for NI BeBdings, Annes and Redweste Beeldiass

i=
Applicable Nesminal Needeel Appucebte - . . . g)

Ekvensen te,el acinferavnene meinfernmens mediense. g se
1er a.ee Sectane Appecable Catana - Ekvas6mm Conceese Vertical liertneswel shield 6ng Wes Appucebts

| n

tu.7 usee nevel menee t hack.es.""* li.2mi ** o.8m) (Yess.) on.wesis.****

Top of Sesamus to Plane N/A 0 to 3 - - - No 33*4-'

Orade Level (Amanisery
L- ;)

'

| a- el th- mens N/A Ddiesence - - - No 3'W

Senip to Top Surface of between Level i
Pm r'amamensmens and 69'-6*

Shen

Comemammene amenetag (Imeernes Sensrtures)

Sheeld Welt between E!-W sell paranel wish Pruen 0 so 1.5 3*r - - Yes - h
3'

Reeceae Veseal Cavity and column Isar 1 * <
RCDT Roosa

'

Wees Renner Vessel N-S well paranel wah Proen 12 7'4* - - Yes -

hICovey Welt coassen Inne N so 2.3 e.

Nenh m e - Veneet LW well paranel week Psoan 1.1 9*.0* - - Yes - f'
Cowwy Wee celesen Inne 7 no23

Esse Reactor Vessel Cavky N-S well pareitel wkh Proen 1.2 T4* - - Yes - -
,

Wed catense line N to23

West Reacter Vessel N-5 well paramel wkh Proin 2.3 no 3 4'r - - Yes -

Cavky Wall column Inne N

Nenen Reacter Veneet E W well pareIIct wah ytone 2.3 to 3 4*r - - Yes -

Cavisy Weal colenes tens 7

9 tisse a- Vsemel Covky N-3 well pareNel wkh Pnum 2.3 to 3 4'-0* - - Yee .

N Weil colone hne N

C

I
I

. The applecable column knee, elevenson levela, and NI basemos reinforceveens are idensified and inchsded on Pigwes 3.3 I threagh 3.3-1
/

2. linese wen ehkkneeses have a constructeos schrence of 1 I sach.

3. These concwase sesafe,w vetees sepreecae one _. seinfonernens sequued for strecewel ecqueremenes exept for desagned opensags. pencoresouns. sesups es

eleveser phe. 1%ene . - values also apply for emh fue of the appluable well enness specifically endscesed en she emble.D '

b 4. These mM <hmeessons have a coneerectica solerance of i ) inches.
r

3. Por weite thus ero part of merecieral minde4es, she concrese semaness also 6notodes the secel fece ptases.
s

@ '* Noee: Dash (4 * * noe opphcable
-

-
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Table 3.3-5
Inspections, Tests, Analyses, and Acceptance Criteria

Design Commitment Inspections. Tests, Analyses Acceptance Criteria

1.a) The Ni structures are An inspec6on of the as. built An inspection report exists that
seismic Category I and are concrete thickness and concludes that the u.ouilt
designed to withstand design reinforcement cross sectional area conc 1ete and reinforcement
basis loads,which apply to the (density)(excluding designed quandties for the critical seismic

(.
4tructure, without loss of safety openings or penetrations will be Category I building sec6ons

funcuon. performed for the critical N1 defined on Table 3.31 were used
__

. y' structural sections defined on during construcdon.-

,.

3 f Table 3.31. This inspection data
y a will be reconciled with the

' 3,5 /gp/,a) applicable structural section data'

defined on Table 3.31 which
- represents the required concrete

and reinforcement to withstand the
design basis loady

I.b) The top of the N1 basemat inspection of the as-built nuclear The top of the NI basemat is
is located below the design plant island basemat structure will be located below the design plant
level per T,5|c 3.31. conducted. level consistent with the

'
dimension defined on
Table 3.31.

l.c) The containment and its See Certified Design Material, See Certified Design Matenal,
penetrations are designed and Subsection 2.2.1. Containment Subsection 2.2.1, Coritainment
constructed to ASME Code System. System.
Section Ill, Class MC.*

1.d) The containment and its See Certified Design Material, See Cerufied Design Material,
penetrations retain their pressure Subsection 2.2.1, Containment Subsection 2.2.1, Containment
boundary integrity associated with System. System.
the design pressure.

I.e) The containment and its See Cerufied Design Material, See Cerufied Design Material,
penetrations maintain the Subsection 2.2.1, Contamment Subsection 2.2.1, Containment
containment leakage rate less than System. System.
the maximum allowable leakage
rate associated with the peak
containment pressure for the
design basis accident.

,

I. r'-% uotman dems are addrened a sabeecoon 2.2.1, Conusnnum syimm

3.3-25UM oNTAAcsvemxmwitostee7
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RESPONSES TO NRC REQUEisT FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

.7 " .,.

...

Question 640.140

a. AP600 ITAAC should commit to the basic configuration of the nuclear island structures as shown in Figure
3.31 and to inspect the as-built structures against this basic configuration,

'

b. Westinghouse should provide key dimensions (such as overall dimensions, the distance between column
lines, the distance between the center of the reactor vessel and column lines, elevations, total embedment

depth, etc.) as the acceptance criteria for verifying the as-built conditions.

What is the basis for acceptance criteria #9 (leak rate of 100 gal /hr or smaller for the PCCWS tank).- c.

,

d. For verifying that the NI structures will withstand the structural design basis loads, Westinghouse should
require the existence of a structural analysis report in the ITAAC, which concludes that the as-built NI
structures will withstand the structural design basis loads. Also, a description of the contents of a structural
analysis report must be provided in the SSAR (Tier 2).

Response;

A new ITAAC item 1.f) will be added to define the configuration of the nuclear island structure based ona.

key structural dimensions included in a new ITAAC table. His table will include dimensions between
selected key column lines and distances between column lines and inside wall surfaces at the 66'-6" level.
Column line dimensions are based on SSAR Figures 3.7.2-12 (Sheet 1 of 12).

b. He nbedment depth has already been included in Table 3.31. Key dimensions that define the overall NI
builc .ig are dcEned in new ITAAC commitment 1.f) defined in response to item a) above.

,

ne 100 gal /hr leak rate is based on the two following criteria:c.
-1) A tolerable leak rate that could be easily replaced under normal operating modes.
2) His value was a measurable rate that could be detected using existing narrow range level transmitter

over a 12 to 24 hour period. His same narrow range transmitter is planned to be used to determine the
tank water level.

d. Westinghouse has already generated a design summary report that concludes that the Ni structures will
withstand the structural design basis loads. This report has been audited by the NRC on various occasions
and will be included as Appendix 3H of SSAR. De concrete thicknesses and reinforcement quantities as
defined on Table 3.31 when included in the as. built structure confirms the as built structure will withstand
the design basis loads. An outline of the Design Summary Report similar to that provided in RAI Response
to 220.83 and referenced in Sections 3.8.3.4 and 3.8.4.4.1 can be included in SSAR as a table. The COL<

applicant will be responsible to provide the as-built structural analysis report.

,

I

a

640.140-1
W Westinghouse

-
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RESPONSES TO NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

n. -
D:

w-

SSAR Revision:

-- a) None
b) None
c) Nonc
d)- (TBD)

'

ITAAC Revision:

a) 1.0 'Ihe key features of the nuclear island structures is a defined on ble 3.3-5.

Design Commitment inspections. Tests. Analyses Acceptance Criteria

1.0 The key features of Nuclear An inspection will be performed The as-built inspection report

Island Structures is as defined on of the as-built configuration of the exists and concludes that the key

Table 3.3-5. Nuclear Island Structures for key features of the Nuclear !sland
featuresdefined on Table 3.3 5. Structures are consistent with the

dimensions defined on Table 3.3-
5.

(Note: References to the existing Table 3.3-5 must be updated to reflect the insertion of this new table.)

b) None

c) None

d) Nonc

,

!

640.140 2
T Westinghouse
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Draft Table 3.3 5
Key Dimensions of NI Building Features

Reference Column Lines are Defined Relative to Containment Centerline

Reference Reference Distance From Nominal Inside Wall Surface Distances and Tolerance

Column Containment Centerline Relationship to Reference Column Lines at on

Line (ft-in Elevation Level 1 Measured

North / South / East / West) (ft-in) Distance

( in)
XI (Distance between Inside Surfaces'

I 87 ft-6 m. East of Cont. Between Col Ln.1 & N when Measured
CL. between Col I and 2)=84 ft-6 in 12 in

N On Centerline

J 69 ft-6 in East of Cont. X2 (Distance between Inside Surfaces 12 in

CL. Between Col Ln.1 & J when Measured
between Col 7.3 ad 11)=15 ft-0 in

K $1 ft-6 in East of Cont. X3 (Distance between inside Surfaces 212 in
CL. Between Col Ln. J & K when Measured

between Col 7.3 and i1)= 16 ft-0 in

L 26 ft 0 in East of Cont. X4 (Distance between inside Surfaces 12 in

CL. Between Col Ln. K & L when Measured
between Col 7.3 and 1I)= 23 ft-6 in

M 8 ft-0 in East of Cont. CL. X5 (Distance between inside Surfaces 212 in
Between Col Ln. L & M when Measured

between Col 7.3 and i1)= 16 ft-0 in

P 10 ft-Oin / West of Cont. X6 (Distance between inside Surfaces 212 in
l CL. Between Col Ln. M & P when Measured

between Col 7.3 and 11)= 16 ft-0 in

Q 28 ft-0 in / West of X7 (Distance between inside Surfaces z 12 in
Cont.CL. Between Col Ln. P & Q when Measured

between Col 7.3 and 1l)=15 ft-0 in

i 137 ft-0 in / South of Cont.
CL X8 (Distance between inside Surfaces 12 in

Between Col Ln.1 & 2 when Measured at
2 115 ft 0 in / South of Cont, nterface with Col.11 )=19 it-0 in

CL

! 4 71 ft-0 in / South of Cont. X9 (Distance between inside Surfaces

|
CL Between Col Ln.1 & 4 when Measured at 212 in

interface with Col.1I )=63 ft-0 in

0 c .:w. -3

- _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ._ -
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Draft Table 3.3-5
Key Dimensions of NI Building Features ->

| Reference Column Lines are Defined Relative to Containment Centerline

$ 7.3 45 ft 9 in / North of Cont.
CL X10 (Distance between inside Surfaces 12 in'

Between Col Ln. 7.3 & 1I when Measured
.

t1- 117 ft-0 in / North of Cont, at interface with Col.1I )=67 ft-9 in
'

CL

[ 7 On Centeriine X11 [ Radial Distance from Center of v 15 in >

Containment (Intersection of Col. Lines N - 3 in
and 7) to Outside Surface of Shield

; Building when Measured along Col. Lines
7 and N] = 72 ft-6 ini

:

!
!
;

i

.

I
!

!

I

f

;
..

i

;

,

i
;

i

i
t

|i

1 I
'

\

l

1
4

4

!

4-
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:
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- RESPONSES TO NRC REOUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

:i.= m n:=

'AE L

Question 640.141

in Table 3.3 5, the acceptance criterion refers to an as-built Pipe Rupture Hazards Analysis Report. However, a
Pipe Rupture Hazards Analysis Report is not discussed in the SSAR. / pipe rupture hazards analysis is
discussed in SSAR Section 3.6.2.5. It is recommended that the following statement be added to SSAR
Section 3.6.4.1:

The ar. built pipe rupture hazards analysis will be documented in an as built Pipe Rupture Hazards Analysis
Report.

' Response:

SSAR Section 3.6.4.1 will be mod;fied as requested. Proposed markups are provided below.

.

SSAR Revision:

See markup of SSAR Section 3.6.4.1 (attached).

;;
ITAAC Revis'on:'

None
.

4

0

640.141-1

, - - - .



3. Design of Structures, Composeats, Equipment, and SNtems

.

Bounding Analyses

Evaluations are provided for each different combination of material type, pipe size, pressure,
and temperature. Dese evaluations are used to develop a Mt o' mrves of maximum faulted
stress versus the corresponding nonnal stress that satisfy , for leak before-break.
Dese curves are used in the design of the piping syster 1 sed by the Combined
License applicant to verify that the as-built piping satista - u pm. ats fcr leak before-
break.

3.6.3.4 Documentation of Leak before Break Evaluations

ne leak-before-break evaluation is used to support the eEmination e anic effects of pipe
breaks from ts loading conditions for the piping analysis. An evaluation of leak before-baak
using the as built configuration of the piping system and supports is required as part of the
Design Report of the as-built configuration required to meet ASME Code requirements.
Mpendix 3B contains a discussion of the bounding analysis methods for the leak before-break
e valuation.

De analysis methods, criteria, and loads used for evaluation of stress in piping systems are
outlined in subsections 3.7.3 and 3.9.3. De sdsmic input bounds the soil design profiles
outlined in subsection 3.7.1.4 and Appendicies ?A and 2B. He evaluation also bound soil
profiles qualified using site specific evaluation ; 3 outlined in subsection 2.5.4.5.5

3.6.4 Combind License Information

3.6.4.1 Pipe Break Hazard Analysis

I Combined License applicants referencing the AP600 certified design will complete the final
I pipe whip restraint design and addres is built reconciliation of the pipe break hazards

analysis in accordance with the criteria itlined in subsections 3.6.1.3.2 and 3.6.2.5. 'IM.
wouilt gee rsgiu<e noma . 4 tag a ac acces.rc a on as4mm a ge

% We Nad MM k o%P F3.6.4.2 Leak before-Break Evaluation

Combined License applicants referencing the AP600 certified design will address:
1) verification that the as built stresses, diameter, wall thickness, material, welding process,
pressure, and temperature in the piping excluded from consideration of the dynamic effects
of pipe break are bounded by the leak before-break bounding analysis; 2) a review of the
Certified Material Test Reports or Certifications from the Material Manufacturer to verify that
the ASME Code. Section III strength and Charpy toughness requirements are satisfied; and
3) complete the leak before-break evaluation by comparing the results of the final piping stress

I analysis with the bounding analysis curves documented in Appendix 3B. De leak-before-
I break evaluation will be documented in a leak-before-break evaluation report.

4

s

Revision: 17

3 W85tingh00S8 3.6-37 October 31,1997
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RESPONSES TO NRC REQUEST FC,A ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

gFun F;4
. . . ;

Ouestion 640.148

The qualifying comment on soft soil sites in ITAAC #10 needs to be clarified and ir.corporated into the Design
Commitment, if appropriate.

Response:

Change the commitment per the following:

The construction approach or sequence is dependent en the soil characteristics as defined below:

For hard soil sites with unconsolidated deposits with shear wave velocities exceeding the 2000 feet per
second criteria, a reyww of the construction approach is not required.

For soft soil sites with unconsolidated deposits with shear wave velocities in the range of 1000 to 2000
feet per second, the construct on approach will include two limits i.) Shield building corc.truction aheadi

of auxiliary building or ii.) Auxiliary building construction ahead of shield building.

SSAR Revision:

None

ITAAC Revision:

See change to Item 10 of the Design Description. No change to Table 3.3 5.

W85tlilgh0030
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Revision: 3
Effective: 5/1647

4. a) Exterior walls and the basemat of the N1l ave a water barrier up to plant elevation 100 ft (design iplant grade).
I

b) The boundaries between mechanical equipment rooms and the electrical and instrumentation and
control (l&C) equipment rooms of the auxiliary building as identified in Table 3.3 2 are designed
to prevent flooding of rooms that contain safety related equipment up to the maximum flood level
for each room defined in Table 3.3 2.

c) The boundaries between the following rooms, which contain safety-related equipment - passive
core cooling system (PXS) valve / accumulator room A (11205), PXS valve / accumulator room B

(11207), and chemical and volume system (CVS) room (11209)- are designed to prevent flooding
between these rooms.

5. The radiologically controlled area of the auxiliary building at the level 1 elevadon contains adequate
volurne to contain the liquid volume of faulted liquid radwaste system (WLS) storage tanks. "Ihe
available volume of the radiologically controlled area of the auxiliary building at the Level I elevation
exceeds the volume of the liquid radwaste storage tanks.

6. a) Class IE cables and raceways are identified according to applicable colc,r<oded Class IE
divisions.

!( b) Class IE divisional cables are routed in their respective divisional raceways.

c) Separation is maintained between Class IE divisions and between Class IE divisions and
non-Class IE cables in accordance with the fire areas as identified in Table 3.3-3.

d) Physical separation is maintained between Class IE divisions and between Class IE divisions and
non Class IE cables.

7. Systems and components required for safe shutdown located in rooms identified in Table 3.3-4 are
protected from the dynamic effects of postulated pipe b eaks using pipe whip restrair:ts.

8. The reactor cavity sump has a nummum concrete thickness as shown on Table 3.31 between the
bonom of the sump and the steel containment.

9. The shield building roof, passive containment cooling system (PCS) storage tank. and the fire water
storage tank support and retain the PCS and fire water soun:es.

10. G -constmetion approac .- soil sites includes 'ts: i.) Shie Iding construction

'

of auxth ing or ii.) Auxiliary g constmetion f shield building.p nt applies for only soft soihites having pasoudated deposits with shear wave

.

t[* dins ki the raase from 1,000-t(2,eco feet p __.
-- w

@ The construction approach or sequence is dependent on the soil characteristics as defined below:

k _.,_. For hard soil sites with unconsolidated deposits with shear wave velocities exceeding the 2000 feet per
second criteria, a review of the construction approach is not required.

h or soft soil sites with unconsolidated deposits with shear wave velocities in the range of 1000 to 2000
feet per second. the construction approach will include two limits i.) Shield building construction ahead ,-

of auxiliary building or ii.) Auxiliary building construction ahead of shield building. /
=

-
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RESPONSES TO NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

=w aminn

Question 640.149

Pages 13-31 and 3.3 32 are missing. Verify that no pages are missing from Revision .9 of 'he AP600 Tier 1
information.4

Response:

We confirm that no pages are missing from Revision 3 of the AP600 Tier I information relative to pages 3.3 31'

and 3.3-32. The subsequent pages were inadvertently mis-numbered. This section will be repaginated.

SSAR Revision:
'f

None

ITAAC Revision:
.t

Repaginate figure per above response.
1

4

'

.

.

"

640.149-1
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RESPONSES TO NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAt. INFORMATION

ig= Hig
::: :

Question 640.158

3.3 Buildings

Table 3.3-5 contains ITAAC for the N1 structures as well as for the annex and radwaste f uildings. Therefore,
Westinghouse should modify the sentence on page 3 3-3 to aCd the words " annex, radwaste, and" between the
words "N1" and " buildings".

Response:

The sentence on page 3.3-3 will be updated as requested. Proposed markups are provided below.

SSAR Revision:

None

ITAAC Revision:

See change to pg. 3.3 ? (attached).

**' 58-'w w.mpus.
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Revision: 3 =

l Effective: F1f/97
_

inspections, Tests, Analyses, and Acceptance Cdteria

Table 3.3-5 specifies the inspections, tests, analyses, and associated acceptance criteria for the
buildings.

aass9,~ep

,

L
3.3-3
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